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Abstract
Soft robotics is an emerging branch of robotics where the objective is to make robot structures soft and
compliant. These robots trade accuracy and load bearing ability with adaptability and safety. Such robots
require soft actuators to generate force and/or motion. Fiber reinforced pneumatic actuators are one such
example of soft actuators that are commonly used in soft robots. These actuators have the advantages of
simple fabrication, high power to weight ratio, and an ability to produce a variety of deformation behavior.
Fiber Reinforced Elastomeric Enclosures, abbreviated as FREEs, are one such embodiment of fiber reinforced
actuators that have two sets of inextensible fibers bonded on to an elastomeric tube. The orientation of these
fibers determine the deformation behavior of FREEs, which include contraction, extension, rotation, bending,
and spiral motion.
This dissertation deals with the mathematical modeling of FREEs and its use in designing soft robots.
Based on drawing parallels with inflatables, a mathematical model that solves a constrained volume max-
imization (CVM) problem to determine the deformation behavior of FREEs is presented. This model can
predict the kinematics and kinetostatics of FREEs for any actuation pressure and loading conditions. This
model is computationally simpler than the current models in literature and can also capture variations in
both fiber winding and actuator geometry. The model is validated using multiple prototypes of FREEs
spanning a range of fiber angles.
There is a need for design methods that can systematically guide a soft roboticist towards choosing or
designing an actuator for desired specifications. Towards this, a shape matching problem for FREEs is
presented in this dissertation, where the objective is to design a FREE such that it matches the shape of a
target design curve upon actuation. The design method uses piecewise smooth arcs or helices to approximate
a planar or spatial curve, respectively. Following which, it solves an inverse of CVM problem to determine
the actuator parameters. A nondimensional chart based approach is also shown for designing a FREE for
matching two different planar curves. Multiple example curves are used to demonstrate and validate the
design method. This method can be used for designing actuators for wearable robots, assistive devices as
well as locomotion robots.
ii
Two specific applications of soft robots are shown in this dissertation. The first one is a soft orthotic
sleeve for Lofstrand crutch users. This sleeve helps in distributing the palm load to the forearm, thereby
reducing the risk of wrist injury as well as improving the wrist posture. The second application is of a
pipe climbing soft robot that uses bending and extending type actuators to generate motion on the outside
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Traditionally, robots have been made exclusively with rigid materials which can generate precise and pre-
dictable motion, while undergoing minimal deformation. This allows rigid robots to perform tasks with
high precision and accuracy in structured and well defined environments. Nature on the other hand, often
employs flexible and compliant structures to generate locomotion as well as manipulation in unstructured
environments. Inspired by such biological designs, there is a growing interest in the field of soft robotics
[Majidi, 2014], [Rus and Tolley, 2015], [Trivedi et al., 2008b], [Kim et al., 2013]. These robots can find
applications in a variety of fields such as
• Medical and wearable devices [Wehner et al., 2013, Park et al., 2014, Singh et al., 2018]
• Grasping and manipulation [McMahan et al., 2006, Uppalapati and Krishnan, 2018, Ilievski et al.,
2011, Brown et al., 2010]
• Search and rescue operations [Tolley et al., 2014]
• Locomotion [Lin et al., 2011, Marchese et al., 2014]
Soft robots can be defined as robots made with materials that have their Young’s modulus in the range of
soft biological materials such as muscles or skin tissue [Rus and Tolley, 2015]. These robots are characterized
by the absence of rigid structures and conventional electromagnetic actuators, but instead are made of
stretchable membranes, fibers, and fluids. Soft robots in comparison to traditional robots have certain
advantages due to their construction and materials used. Due to the inherent compliance of the soft materials
used in such robots, there is a significant reduction in the harm that can be caused by them to their users,
thereby making them ideal for human robot interaction. In addition, depending on the actuation method
used, soft robots can have lightweight design and high power to weight ratio. Recent advances in soft




Soft robots require soft actuators for generating motion and force. In the absence of a rigid structure in
soft robots, the soft actuator’s goal can be two fold; one is to provide motion and the other is to form the
body/frame of the robot. Inspired by cephalopods which have a muscular hydrostat structure that provides
the source of movement as well as the skeletal support for the said movement, an actuator can potentially
perform both these functions in soft robots. Different modes of actuation currently used in soft robots along
with their advantages and limitations are described below. A comprehensive review of different types of soft
actuators or artificial muscles is presented by [Zhang et al., 2019].
1.2.1 Fluidic Actuators
Hydraulic or pneumatic actuators are the most commonly used actuators in soft robots. Such actuators
typically consist of a tubular structure or a structure with a network of channels, which are inflated to
achieve the desired deformation. PneuNets are one form of such actuators as shown in Figure 1.1 [Ilievski
et al., 2011, Polygerinos et al., 2013]. These actuators are fabricated using silicone based elastomers with
network of pneumatic channels that generate motion or force when inflated. Such actuators can generate
a variety of deformation shapes, but are limited by large strains in the elastomer that can lead to failure
and further lowers the actuation forces that they can produce. Adding inextensible fibers to reinforce the
elastomer in fluidic actuators can lead to lowering of the elastomeric strains and also increasing the range of
forces that the actuator can generate. Pneumatic artificial muscles (PAM) or McKibben actuators are one
such embodiment of fiber reinforced actuators, where the fibers are equal and opposite as shown in Figure
1.2(a) [Tondu and Lopez, 2000, Klute et al., 1999, Chou and Hannaford, 1996, Daerden and Lefeber, 2000].
Depending on the fiber orientation in these actuators, they can either undergo extension or contraction.
The contracting type PAM or McKibben actuators have been extensively used in soft robotics due to their
deformation behavior being similar to that of muscles. Often, they are employed in agonist-antagonist
configuration similar to muscles in animals [Ariga et al., 2012, Jutras and Bigras, 2006].
Compared to other pneumatic actuators, fiber reinforced types [Krishnan et al., 2015, Connolly et al.,
2019] are more robust and have the ability to generate larger forces. Fiber reinforced elastomeric enclosures
abbreviated as FREEs [Krishnan et al., 2015, Bishop-Moser and Kota, 2015a] are one such embodiment
of these types of actuators and is shown in Figure 1.2(b). McKibben actuators [Tondu, 2012], pneumatic
artificial muscles [Chou and Hannaford, 1996], and fiber-reinforced fluidic actuators [Connolly et al., 2017]
are all similar to FREEs in terms of the actuation concept of using an inflatable rubber-like tube with
reinforcing fibers constraining the inflation in specific directions. All these actuators differ from each other
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Figure 1.1: A PneuNet actuator with an extensible top layer and an inextensible bottom layer that leads to bending upon
pneumatic actuation (Figure reproduced from [Mosadegh et al., 2014])
mainly in the materials used and their construction, but the operating principle remains the same. Therefore,
although we focus on FREEs in this dissertation proposal, the analysis and design methods presented are
applicable to all such actuators.
1.2.2 Cable/Tendon Actuation
Another commonly used actuation technique in soft robots is the cable/tendon based actuation [Laschi
et al., 2012, Oliver-Butler et al., 2019]. In this technique, tendons are routed through the robot’s body and
connected to a motor or linear actuator that pulls on the tendon and thereby generating force/motion. By
routing multiple tendons in the robot similar to the arrangement of muscles in animals, complex deformation
can be achieved [Renda et al., 2012]. A soft continuum manipulator inspired by octopus’s arm and driven
by multiple tendons routed through its body is shown in Figure 1.3.
1.2.3 Shape Memory Alloy or Polymer (SMA/SMP)
Shape memory alloy (SMA) or shape memory polymer (SMP) is a method of soft actuation where the
change in temperature is used to achieve deformation. Shape memory alloy such as Nitinol undergo phase
transformation from cold martensite state to hot austenite state upon heating beyond a phase transformation
temperature [Zhang et al., 2019]. SMAs have the advantages of high power density and high stress generation,
but suffer from low strain. Due to Joule heating commonly used to achieve the phase transition, SMAs have
low efficiency and high hysteresis. A worm-like soft robot actuated using Nitinol SMA wires in antagonistic
3
Figure 1.2: (a) A McKibben muscle or PAM with equal and opposite fiber angles generating contracting motion. (b) Fiber
reinforced elastomeric enclosures (FREEs) with asymmetric fibers generating a variety of deformation (Figure reproduced from
[Krishnan et al., 2015])
Figure 1.3: A soft continuum manipulator driven by tendons inspired by the Octopus arm (Figure reproduced from [Renda
et al., 2012])
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Figure 1.4: A worm-like soft robot called Meshworm that uses SMA wires for generating peristaltic locomotion (Figure repro-
duced from [Seok et al., 2013])
arrangement of longitudinal and circumferential muscles called Meshworm is shown by [Seok et al., 2013].
This robot exhibits peristaltic locomotion that is inspired by the locomotion of earthworm and snails. Design
of the meshworm is shown in Figure 1.4
Similar to SMA, SMPs are active polymers that undergo phase transformation under an external stimulus
such as temperature change, humidity, stress, etc [Mather et al., 2009]. Unlike SMAs, SMPs can generate
larger strains, but their response times are slow and they suffer from low recovery stress [Zhang et al., 2019].
SMPs can be biodegradable and have been used for biomedical applications such as stents [Ward Small et al.,
2010].
1.3 Problem Statement
In this dissertation, my goal is to investigate the modeling and develop design methods for FREEs. Char-
acterizing the behavior of soft actuators is an important step towards designing soft robots. Designing soft
robots require choosing the right actuator according to the desired application. There are multiple methods
in the literature for modeling and characterizing the behavior of fiber-reinforced actuators [Polygerinos et al.,
2015, Connolly et al., 2015, Sedal et al., 2017]. These models are either finite element based or use contin-
uum mechanics based constitutive model, thereby making them computationally intensive and unsuitable for
being used for inverse design. Therefore, this dissertation develops a computationally simple mathematical




FREEs are made of a hollow cylindrical elastomeric tube that is reinforced with two sets of inextensible
fibers. Depending on the angle at which the fibers are wrapped, FREEs can extend, contract, twist, or
bend. This dissertation presents a mathematical model that can relate the FREE’s geometry and operating
pressure to the motion and force that it can generate.
1.3.2 Design
Towards designing a soft robotics system, a key step is to design soft actuators that can generate the desired
shapes upon actuation. This dissertation presents a design methodology for a shape matching problem for
both planar and spatial curves, where the local fiber orientations of FREEs are designed such that the FREE
upon actuation deforms to trace the desired shape.
1.4 Significance
With recent advances in soft robotics, there is a need for simple and accurate models of soft actuators
that can characterize their behavior. There are multiple models in the literature [Polygerinos et al., 2015],
[Connolly et al., 2015], [Sedal et al., 2018] but they are either computationally intensive, fail to capture
variations in fiber angles and actuator geometry or assume purely cylindrical deformation. Our method
aims to capture variations in both fiber angle and geometry while being computationally simple and without
making a constant diameter cylindrical assumption.
There is also a need for design methods that can help in systematically designing soft actuators for
specific tasks. In the context of design methods, currently there is only one method [Connolly et al., 2017]
for designing soft actuators which uses an optimization based approach that is computationally extensive and
difficult to generalize to any problem. Therefore, we develop a design method that is simple to implement
and can be easily applied to a variety of problems. Both the design and analysis methods can be used







Pneumatic artificial muscles are popular actuators for robotic and aerospace applications due to their high
energy density, compliance and the ability to mimic human muscles [Kang et al., 2013] [Zhou and Bi, 2012].
These muscles belong to a more generalized class of smart pneumatic actuators known as Fiber Reinforced
Elastomeric Enclosures (FREEs) [Krishnan et al., 2015] [Bishop-Moser and Kota, 2015a]. FREEs deform
due to a complex interaction of pressurized fluids enclosed within a stretchable cylinder reinforced by inter-
lacing patterns of fibers. The orientation of interlacing fibers determine the nature of FREE deformaton.
The material anisotropy in FREEs can thus be designed to produce a desired shape change upon internal
pressurization with fluids. FREEs can thus be classified as smart material actuators. Existing models that
capture FREE deformations and exerted forces involve simplifications, or may be valid for a specialized rein-
forced fiber orientation alone [Kothera et al., 2009] [Hocking and Wereley, 2013] [Liu and Rahn, 2003][Shan
et al., 2006]. This chapter proposes a generalized formulation that captures deformation behavior of FREEs
with arbitrary and varying fiber orientations.
A common example of FREEs are Pneumatic Artificial Muscles (PAM) [Klute and Hannaford, 1998]
[Chou and Hannaford, 1996], where pressurized fluids deform a hollow elastomeric shell reinforced with two
families of equal and opposite fibers (Figure 2.1a) leading to a muscle-like axial contraction (Figure 2.1c).
There are several models that predict deformation of PAMs with varying level of accuracy. Most simple
models assume the undeformed and deformed configuration to be pure cylinders leading to closed form
equations for stroke length and actuation forces. [Kothera et al., 2009] and [Hocking and Wereley, 2013] use
cylindrical assumptions and compare two formulations: (a) energy based model, and (b) force balance based
model , and conclude that the latter model matches better with experimental results. [Liu and Rahn, 2003]
analyze the axisymmetric deformation of conventional PAMs using large deformation membrane theory and
predict actual curvilinear deformation. [Shan et al., 2006] analyze the deformation of PAMs made of a fiber
reinforced matrix composite membrane. Both these models use equilibrium equations based on force balance
1This work has been published in [Singh and Krishnan, 2015, Singh and Krishnan, 2017]
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Figure 2.1: PAMs vs FREEs (a) PAMs have equal and opposite fiber orientations (b) FREEs can have arbitrary fiber angle
orientations that lead to different motion patterns: (c) contracting motion, and (d) rotating-contracting motion.
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and their accuracy has been verified for PAMs where the fiber orientations are equal and opposite. The need
for a generalized model that captures true deformed shape is motivated by the following example. Consider
a rotating FREE actuator with α = 30o and β = 0o as shown in Figure 2.2(a), (b) (length = 38 mm, radius
= 4.7 mm). Upon pressurization, we notice a bulging of the FREE resulting in an axial rotation and radial
bulge as shown in Figure 2.2(b). The measured rotation was 85o. However, the maximum axial rotation as
obtained by applying the technique of [Krishnan et al., 2015] was found to be 120o. This discrepancy is due
to the cylindrical approximation considered in [Krishnan et al., 2015] , which also leads to larger contraction
and radial bulge as seen in 2.2(c), (d). In reality the radial deformation is curvilinear as seen in Figure
2.2(b). In another example, which will be explained in detail later in this chapter, a FREE with fiber angles
varying along its length is shown (Figure 2.2(e), (f)). It is clear that the deformed shape cannot be captured
by cylindrical approximations.
FREEs however permit arbitrary variation of fiber orientations (see Figure 2.1b) of which the PAM
configuration is only a special case. This not only broadens the design space, but also yields unique motion
patterns such as axial rotation and screw motion that are otherwise unattainable with conventional PAMs
(see Figure 2.1d). FREEs may find use in endoscopes, pipe inspections and wearable robots [Connolly et al.,
2015]. Existing models that expose the prowess of FREEs are limited to pure cylindrical assumptions that
predict deformation, forces and torques with less than 20% accuracy. [Connolly et al., 2015] use finite element
analysis to predict the deformation behavior of FREEs with asymmetric fiber angles, and present parametric
insights for potential use in design. Though useful, these models may be computationally intensive, requiring
commercial FEA solvers. They yield little insight on the inherent mechanics of deformation.
In this chapter, we propose a generalized energy-based model to predict the deformation of FREEs with
any arbitrary fiber orientations. This model is built on observing the deformation of inflatable objects such as
balloons [Paulsen, 1994], soap bubbles, and water droplets, which evolve due to an inherent drive to enclose
maximum volume limited by physical constraints posed by material or an external agency. We formulate
such a constrained volume maximization for FREEs as a calculus of variations problem, which is readily
solvable using known numerical tools [Kalaba and Spingarn, 1978]. The advantage of this formulation lies in
its ability to maximally decouple kinematics and kinetostatics. Kinematics determines the deformed shape
independent of the material properties and manufacturing, leading to a computationally less intense prob-
lem. Kinetostatics relates deformation to the actuation pressure and external load, and requires estimation
of material properties, and overall size. Based on the fidelity of the analysis required, realistic considera-
tions such as fiber extensibility can also be considered in kinetostatics. Furthermore, the advantage of the
formulation is the ability to treat arbitrary fiber angles apart from the popular pneumatic artificial muscle
configuration.
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Figure 2.2: Motivating the need for predicting actual deformation shapes in FREEs (a) undeformed shape of a rotating FREE,
(b) deformed shape of the FREE (c), (d) shape predicted by the cylindrical approximation, and (e), (f) undeformed and
deformed shape of a FREE with varying fiber angles.
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The constrained volume maximization was formulated for kinematic cases alone by the authors in [Singh
and Krishnan, 2015]. In this chapter, we will provide a comprehensive treatment of the formulation with an
emphasis on kinetostatics, especially under applied external loading. Towards this, Section 2.2 lays out the
constrained volume maximization formulation for a general case with the inclusion of strain energy stored
in the material, applied forces and fiber extensibility. The solution of this formulation and analogy with
virtual work equation will be expounded. Section 2.3 predicts the maximum attainable deformation, or the
locked configuration of FREEs by solving the kinematic aspects of the constrained maximization problem.
Section 2.4 considers the deformation of McKibben FREEs or PAMs under applied pressure and external
forces. This is validated with existing models for accuracy and with experiments on a custom-fabricated
actuator. Fiber extensibility is proposed in the model to realistically capture the deformation under applied
forces. Section 2.5 analyzes and experimentally compares the deformation of rotating-contracting FREEs
under applied pressure and external torques. The concept of blocked deformation is proposed to capture the
deviation between analytical and experimentally obtained torque. Section 2.6 introduces novel FREEs such
as purely rotating actuator whose fiber angles vary arbitrarily along its length. Section 2.7 summarizes the
contribution of this chapter and presents future directions.
2.2 Constrained Maximization Formulation
Any inflatable device such as a balloon or a bellow assumes a deformed shape that tends to maximize its
enclosed volume. However, indefinite increase in volume is limited by a physical constraint [Paulsen, 1994].
For example, a soap bubble assumes a spherical shape as it encloses maximum volume for a given surface area
constraint. This configuration minimizes its free energy and ensures stability. Several examples in nature
such as the shape of biological cells are testimonial of such a constrained maximization. In this chapter, we
hypothesize that the FREE deformation is also governed by constrained volume maximization. In FREEs
with two families of helical fibers (see Figure 2.1 and 2.3a), the constraint is geometric in nature, enforced
by the inextensibility of fibers along their arc length [Krishnan et al., 2015]. Such a length constraint
has been previously used in predicting the deformed shape of a mylar balloon [Paulsen, 1994]. In this
section, we formulate a generalized model to obtain the deformed shape of FREEs by posing a calculus of
variations problem: determine the deformation parameters of a FREE that maximize its enclosed volume
while conserving its fiber length, under an external load (force/torque) and a given strain energy stored in
the elastomer.
We would like to emphasize that such a formulation has the following distinct advantages: (i) No assump-
tions required on the deformed and undeformed configurations (such as a uniform cylinder geometry), (ii)
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no assumptions on the fiber angles (can be arbitrary, varying uniformly, varying discretely etc.) except the
degenerate case resulting in a single family of fibers α = β, and (iii) accurately captures boundary conditions
due to end connectors leading to a curvilinear deformation profile.
2.2.1 Formulation
A FREE actuator is made of a hyper-elastic and incompressible cylindrical membrane, which is reinforced
by two families of fibers as shown in Figure 2.3a. The two families of fibers are helically wrapped around
the external surface of the cylindrical tube at angles α and β, where α 6= β. Upon pressurization with fluids,
the FREE deforms thereby extending or contracting in length accompanied by axial rotation and change
in radius as shown in Figure 2.3b [Krishnan et al., 2015]. Conventional PAMs constitute a special class of
FREEs with fibers wrapped with the relationship α = −β. Because of this relationship, the FREE purely
contracts or extends in length, without any rotation about its axis.
We consider a cylindrical actuator, shown in Figure 2.3 having an undeformed radius, r0 and length,
l. Deformation of the actuator is characterized by the axial and circumferential stretch ratios, λ1 and λ2,
respectively, which are eigenvalues of the Green strain tensor. To capture generality, they are considered to








In Eq. 2.1, ds is the elemental length along the deformed meridian direction, while dx is the elemental length
along the undeformed axial direction, which is the same as the undeformed meridian direction. The third
stretch ratio λ3(x) = 1/(λ1(x)λ2(x)) is along the thickness of the elastomer and ensures incompressibility
of the elastomer. Finally, a fourth parameter δ(x) is defined as the elemental axial rotation of the FREE at
some distance x from the fixed end. The general all-encompassing constrained maximization formulation for
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Figure 2.3: Undeformed (top) and deformed (bottom) configurations of FREE. This figure is reproduced from [Singh and
Krishnan, 2015]
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δ(x)dx, where 0 ≤ δd ≤ δl (2.7)
where, the volume is expressed in terms of the curvilinear deformed profile of the actuator and is consistent
with [Shan et al., 2006]. Equations 2.3 and 2.4 denote the constraints imposed from conserving the length of
the fiber albeit with some extensibility as derived in [Krishnan et al., 2015]. Here the fiber angles α(x) and
β(x) are considered with explicit dependence on the length dimension x. The terms θ and φ indicate the
number of turns made by the fibers on the circumference of the cylinder. The term γ denotes the extensibility
of fibers, which is the fraction of increase in its overall length. This term would be unity if the fibers are
inextensible. In Eq. 2.5, W denotes the strain energy stored in the elastomer assuming a Mooney-Rivlin
hyperelastic model, where the strain energy density depends on constants C10 and C01 associated with the


















1. Here, Ae denotes the cross
section area of the elastomer material in the undeformed configuration. The maximum value of W will be
attained in its maximum deformable configuration or the locked configuration and is denoted by Wl. In Eq.
2.6, ld is the stroke of the actuator, which denotes a change in its axial length. For contracting FREEs, the
axial length must be greater than its maximum attainable stroke in the locked configuration denoted by ll.
Similarly, δd is the net axial rotation at the free end of the actuator, and is bounded by a maximum value
at the locked configuration, δl.
2.2.2 Solution through Virtual Work analogy
The constrained maximization formulation of Equations 2.2-2.7 is a calculus of variations problem subject
to three variables λ1(x), λ2(x), and δ(x). Out of these we can readily eliminate λ1(x) and δ(x) by expressing
it in terms of λ2(x) upon solving Eqs. 2.3 and 2.4 simultaneously. We thus seek to find an optimal λ2(x)
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that maximizes Eq. 2.2 subject to constraints posed by Eqs. 2.3-2.7. For such a problem, the generalized
Euler-Lagrange equations [Weinstock, 1974] can be given by
∆V + Λ1∆W + Λ2∆ld + Λ3∆δd = 0 (2.8)
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Substituting 2.10 in 2.8 yields
P∆V = ∆W + F∆ld +M∆δd (2.11)
where, now using the virtual work analogy, P can be interpreted as the applied pressure, F is the applied
end load, and M is the applied end moment. Solution of Eq. 2.11 can yield the deformed profile for a
given P , F and M . Thus, the constrained maximization approach is analogous to the energy-based method
and circumvents the need for classical force-equilibrium based governing equations. In the next section, we
shall deal with purely the kinematic parts of the formulation to predict the maximum achievable FREE
deformation.
2.3 Kinematics: Locked Configuration
Every FREE actuator with two families of reinforced fibers deforms upon application of internal pressure.
This deformation was shown by [Krishnan et al., 2015] to be bounded by a maximum deformed shape,
which is known as the locked configuration. The locked configuration can be obtained from the constrained
maximization formulation by solving Eq. 2.2 subject to constraints of Eqs. 2.3-2.4, with no extensibility,
i.e. γ = 1 . As explained in the previous section, the above problem can be converted to an unconstrained
optimization form by expressing λ1(x) and δ(x) in terms of λ2(x) by solving 2.3 and 2.4. For an unconstrained














In addition, there are two boundary conditions for this problem, both of which constrain radial expansion
at the ends of the actuator due to the end connectors. Fixed radius implies that λ2 is unity at both the
ends.
λ2(0) = 1 and λ2(l) = 1 (2.13)
The solver bvp4c in MATLAB integrates a system of ordinary differential equations subjected to two-
point boundary value conditions and is therefore appropriate to solve Eq. 2.12 with boundary conditions
given by Eq. 2.13. Its solution yields an optimal radial stretch-ratio function λ2(x), which together with
λ1(x) from Eq. 2.3 and 2.4 can plot the deformed locked shape of the actuator. Figure 2.4 (shown in red)
shows such a deformed shape for a conventional PAM actuator whose initial fiber angles (shown in in blue)
are α = β = −30◦. Figure 2.5 shows the locked shape of a FREE with initial fiber angles α = 0◦ and β = 30◦
(shown in blue) that is plotted using the optimal λ1(x) and λ2(x). The axial rotation of the free end with
respect to the fixed end is obtained by integrating δ(x) in Eq. 2.7 over the length of the actuator. Obtaining
the locked configuration is usually quick and can facilitate quick conceptual design of FREEs.
Figure 2.4: Undeformed (top blue) and deformed (bottom red) configurations of conventional PAM actuator with α = 30o
Apart from the change in actuator shape captured in Figure 2.4 -2.5, there is an accompanying change
in the fiber orientations from their initial values. This change is pronounced in Figure 2.5 where an initially
straight fiber (shown blue) turns helical upon deformation. The change in fiber orientations under purely
cylindrical assumptions was explained in [Krishnan et al., 2015] within a FREE design space spanned by
fiber angles α and β as shown in Figure 2.6. It was proved in [Krishnan et al., 2015] that the locked fiber
orientation lies in a one-dimensional manifold, known as the locked manifold (shown as the blue line in Figure
16
2.6). Here, we show the validity of this manifold even by relaxing the cylindrical assumption. Four FREEs
with different initial fiber angles are marked in blue in Figure 2.6. The corresponding fiber orientations in
the deformed configuration are marked in red in Figure 2.6. The deformed fiber orientations lie on the locked
manifold.
Though the locked manifold is unaffected by the curvilinear deformation shape, the same is not true for
other deformation parameters. For example, the uniform cylindrical approximation approach from [Bishop-
Moser and Kota, 2015a] and [Krishnan et al., 2015] yields 15% more axial rotation in the locked configuration
for the FREE presented in Figure 2.5. This substantiates the need for obtaining exact curvilinear deformed
profiles.
Figure 2.5: Undeformed (top blue) and deformed (bottom red) configurations of a rotational FREE with α = 0o and β = 30o
2.4 Kinetostatics of McKibben FREEs
In this section, we analyze the kinetostatic behavior of McKibben FREEs. McKibben actuators, as discussed
in the introduction, constitute a special class of FREEs with two families of fibers at angles α and β such
that α = −β. Substituting this in Eqs. 2.3 and 2.4 yields a single fiber inextensibility equation with no axial
rotation δ = 0 given by
λ21(x) cos
2 α(x) + λ22(x) sin
2 α(x) = 1 (2.14)
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Figure 2.6: Locked fiber configurations obtained by the model for FREEs with different fiber angles.
2.4.1 Comparison with fiber-reinforced composite model
We first compare the pressure vs deformation behavior of our model with a comprehensive flexible matrix
composite model developed by [Shan et al., 2006] for nonlinear axisymmetric deformation of composite
PAMs. This model by [Shan et al., 2006] is chosen for comparison because it considers both the fibers and
elastomeric tube together as a matrix composite, which is similar to how FREEs are fabricated by bonding
the fibers on the tube and therefore making a composite material. Other modeling techniques in literature
consider fibers and elastomer separately since they model McKibben type actuators, where the fibers are
not bonded to the elastomer. Two PAMs with initial fiber angles 15◦ and 25◦ are considered. The pressure
vs deformation relationship under no external applied load is given by Eq. 2.2 subject to Eq. 2.14 and Eq.
2.5. The solution boils down to a part of Eq. 2.11 given by
P∆V = ∆W (2.15)
where P is the applied pressure and ∆ is defined in Eq. 2.9, and W is the strain energy stored as given
in Eq. 2.5. For the sake of comparison, the anisotropic fiber-reinforced material model given by Equations
16 - 54 in [Shan et al., 2006] are used to evaluate strain energy. The above differential equation is solved
in MATLAB using the boundary condition given by Eq. 2.12. This leads to a function λ2(x), which when
substituted in Eq. 2.14 yield λ1(x) for a given actuation pressure, P .
An intermediate configuration is selected for these actuators by solving Eq. 2.15 such that the deformed
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stroke length matches exactly with the demonstrated model in [Shan et al., 2006]. The corresponding
Lagrange multiplier yields the value of applied pressure. Figure 2.7 compares the deformed profiles for half
the length and diameter of both these actuators. Undeformed actuator is shown in blue in Figure 2.7. The
results match closely with the maximum error at certain regions under 5%. These small deviations may
be due to transverse bending stiffness incorporated into the analysis of the matrix composites [Shan et al.,
2006]. The corresponding pressure values at which the deflection is attained matches to less than 10% error.
Figure 2.7: Comparison with Shan et al.’s [Shan et al., 2006] model for McKibben actuator for 0.1 MPa actuation pressure.
This figure is reproduced from [Singh and Krishnan, 2015]
With the accuracy of the model ascertained, we compare it with experimental results from custom-
fabricated McKibben FREEs. Three quantities are compared: (a) actuation pressure vs. stroke length, (b)
blocked force vs. actuation pressure, and (c) force vs. stroke length. Here, blocked force is the axial force
applied to prevent any length change of the actuator. These constitute the kinetostatic deformation behavior
as they are dependent not just on the fiber kinematics but also the elastomer material properties and applied
forces.
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2.4.2 Actuator Fabrication and Experimental Setup
We fabricated three contracting McKibben FREEs, each having an inner radius of 4.76 mm and a wall
thickness of 0.79 mm. Fiber angles of the three actuators are 27◦, 33◦, and 42◦. Length of all the actuators
are 256 mm. The FREEs are fabricated using a custom in-house fabrication process similar to [Bishop-Moser
and Kota, 2015a] and [Krishnan et al., 2015]. Their fabrication starts with a base layer of natural rubber
latex tubing with 0.794 mm wall thickness (Kent Elastomer). Fibers are then wound in a semi-automated
fashion with the desired angle and orientation. Adhesive agents are applied to cement fibers on the latex
tube followed by a coat of liquid latex.
We created two testbeds to measure the kinetostatic deformation parameters of FREEs as shown in
Figure 2.8. Setup shown in Figure 2.8a consists of a pressure gauge and a load cell, which are used to
measure axial force generated by the FREE at different pressure and stroke length. For rotating FREEs
presented in the next section, a torque sensor replaces the load cell. Setup shown in Figure 2.8b uses a linear
and a rotary encoder to measure stroke length and rotation at different actuation pressures. The results of
experiments conducted are detailed below.
2.4.3 Material Property Estimation
FREEs contain two important constituents namely the elastomer membrane and the fibers. For simplicity,
the present fabrication methodology does not reinforce the fibers on the elastomer, but simply places them
on the cylinder using an adhesive. Thus, we model the elastomer for its bulk hyperelastic properties using
a Mooney–Rivlin model shown in Eq. 2.5, similar to the works of [Liu and Rahn, 2003] and more recently,
[Connolly et al., 2017]. We obtained the material properties by measuring the pressure versus deflection
behavior of circumferential fibers (α = β = 90o), undergoing uniaxial motion (pure extension). The material
constants obtained were C10 = 0.24MPa and C01 = 0MPa. Furthermore, we assume the fibers to be
inextensible (γ = 1 in Eqs. 2.3, 2.4) with Youngs modulus three orders of magnitudes greater than the
elastomer.
2.4.4 Actuation Pressure vs Deformation
We compare the axial contraction of the FREEs fabricated above using experiments and numerical modeling.
The experimental values were obtained by varying the input pressure in the setup of Figure 2.8b and recording
the reading from the linear encoder without restricting its end motion and are shown in Figure 2.9 for the
three McKibben FREEs. To obtain this relationship analytically we solve Eq. 2.15, which is a differential
equation that yields the radial stretch ratio λ2(x). They are then fed into Eq. 2.6 to get the deformed length
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Figure 2.8: Experimental setup to measure the deformations and forces/torques exerted by a FREE actuator.
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ld. The analytical deformed axial length is plotted as solid lines in Figure 2.9.
Figure 2.9: Deformed length versus actuation pressure for three contracting McKibben FREEs.
2.4.5 Force vs Actuator Length (stroke)
Here, we determine the length of the deformed McKibben FREE for a given applied pressure and given
external force. These values are experimentally obtained by first locking the length at different values
between its undeformed length and the maximum deformed length. The reaction force from the load cell
in Figure 2.8a is obtained at different pressures and is plotted in Figure 2.10 for the different McKibben
FREEs. Analytical estimate of the force vs. actuator length is obtained by solving Eq. 2.2 subject to Eq.
2.14 and Eq. 2.5 and Eq.2.6. Solving this gives the following differential equation with respect to λ2(x)
given by
P∆V = ∆W + F∆ld (2.16)
subject to the boundary conditions of Eq. 2.13. Here pressure P and force F are the known variables and
solving Eq. 2.16 gives the deformed length ld as a function of the applied force F . Figure 2.10 shows that the
numerical and experimental values compare with a maximum error of 20% at certain locations. The errors
may be mitigated by taking into account the fiber stiffness. These curves provide the performance graphs
of the actuator, and can guide the designer in picking an actuator for a given application.
2.5 Kinetostatics of Rotating-Contracting FREEs
Similar to the previous section, here we show the analysis and experimental verification of rotating-contracting
FREE actuators. We fabricated three FREE actuators for experimental verification. All three prototypes
have an inner radius of 4.76 mm and a wall thickness of 0.79 mm. Fiber angles and length of these three
prototypes are:
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Figure 2.10: Force vs. actuator length for different actuator pressures (a) 27◦, and (b) 33◦
• Prototype A: α = −2.5◦, β = 24.5◦, and l = 172 mm
• Prototype B: α = −1.5◦, β = 31◦, and l = 172 mm
• Prototype C: α = 7◦, β = 32◦, and l = 172 mm
Since these actuators have arbitrary fiber orientations, and especially α 6= β, there are no previously
published literature that characterize its performance.
2.5.1 Actuation Pressure vs. Deformation
In this section, we determine the stroke length and rotation of FREEs as a function of applied pressure.
Prototypes A and B are contracting-rotating FREEs. They have a screw type motion, where rotation is
coupled with contraction. Prototype C has a complex motion pattern, where it initially extends and rotates,
and then starts contracting beyond a certain pressure. We obtain the stroke length and rotation from the
linear and rotary encoders, respectively shown in Figure 2.8b. Figure 2.11 shows the variation of actuator
length with pressure for the three prototypes. We can see that prototypes A and B contract with increase
in pressure, whereas prototype C undergoes a small extension initially and starts contracting after a certain
pressure.
To obtain the deformation behavior of rotating FREEs as a function of actuation pressure, we solve
Eq. 2.2 subjected to Eqs. 2.3-2.5. Solution method and boundary conditions are same as for McKibben
FREEs. Solution yields λ2(x), which when substituted in Eqs. 2.3 and 2.4 give λ1(x) and δ(x). Stroke
length and rotation are obtained by integrating Eqs. 2.6 and 2.7 respectively. As shown in Figure 2.11,
analytical result is able to capture the deformed actuator length for all three prototypes including prototype
C, which initially extends and then contracts. However, at larger pressure values there is a consistent
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Figure 2.11: Deformed length versus actuation pressure for rotating FREE actuators with different fiber angles.
deviation in the deformed length. This may be because the current hyperelastic material model may not be
capturing nonlinearities that occur at larger pressures. Figure 2.12 shows a comparison between analytical
and experimental deformation profiles for three actuation pressures to capture the initial extension and
eventual contraction of FREE prototype C.
Figure 2.12: Experimental and numerical deformation of FREE prototype A at (a) 0 MPa (undeformed), (b) 0.927 MPa, and
(c) 0.138 MPa actuation pressure.
Figure 2.13 plots the axial rotation as a function of pressure for the three prototypes. The analysis
results match well for all three cases for up to two full rotations and then deviates with a maximum error
of 15%. The deviation can be explained due to the changes in elastomer properties at higher pressures, and
inaccuracies in manufacturing.
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Figure 2.13: Axial rotation versus actuation pressure for rotating FREE actuators with different fiber angles.
2.5.2 Blocked Torque vs. Actuation Pressure
The FREEs presented in this section primarily rotate about their axis similar to a motor. Thus, it is of
interest to estimate the maximum torque generated as a function of pressure. In this case we shall focus on
FREE prototypes A and B as they do not involve complex axial motion.
The blocked torque is measured by constraining both ends of the FREE actuator from rotating. A torque
sensor is fixed at one end of the actuator, and is housed in railings to allow axial extension or elongation.
The most simplistic analytical estimate of the maximum torque can be obtained by considering the geometry
of the fibers alone, without considering the energy stored in the hyperelastic material. This is equivalent to
the Gaylord term for modeling forces from a McKibben actuator [Kothera et al., 2009], and is derived from










sinα sinβ + 2 cosα cosβ
sin(α+ β)
(2.18)
where r is the inner radius of the actuator, α and β are the fiber angles, P is the applied pressure. The
experimental blocked torque as a function of applied pressure is plotted in Figure 2.14. It is seen that the
initial torque is low, but increases rapidly beyond 0.03MPa. Furthermore, there is a large deviation between
the torque obtained from geometric model of Eq. 2.18 and the experimental results. To obtain a more
realistic model, we must consider the strain energy stored in the material. For example, Figure 2.15 shows
evidence of contraction in FREE B prototype, and thus strain energy stored in the material despite its ends
constrained from rotating.
This contraction can be explained due to the FREE behaving as a McKibben contracting actuator with
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its end rotations constrained. Furthermore, a near zero degree fiber permits contraction as long as its fiber
length is conserved. We propose to deal with the constrained deformation by superposing the deformations
due to the contraction and rotation. Let r0 be the inner radius of the FREE, with δrc(x) the change in
radius due to contraction, and δrr the change in radius due to axial rotation. The net deformed radius r(x)
is given by
r(x) = r0 + δrc(x) + δrr(x) (2.19)
r(x) = (r0 + δrc(x)) + (r0 + δrr(x))− r0 (2.20)








Equation 2.20 is obtained by adding and subtracting r0 in Eq. 2.19. Furthermore, λ2(x) is the overall stretch
ratio, which is when substituted in Eqs. 2.2-2.7 yields terms due to both contraction and rotation effects.
Out of these, λ2c(x) needs to be estimated to account for the strain energy stored when constrained. One
estimate of the field is found by solving the McKibben problem of Eq. 2.15 for the fiber angle β (in this case
24.5o and 31o) for prototypes A and B, respectively. The blocked torque can then be found by solving the




∆rV |λ2r→1dx = Ae
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where ∆r is the first variation given by Eq. 2.9, but with respect to λ2r, and Tcorr is the corrected Torque.
The second term indicates the energy stored in the elastomer due to the contraction, which when neglected
yields Eq. 2.18. From Figure 2.14, it is seen this corrected torque estimation is able to better predict the
nonlinear behavior of the experimental results. The values predicted are lower because the exact value of
the strain energy stored may not correspond to the contracting FREE problem of Eq. 2.15, which is used
to evaluate λ2c(x). This example clearly demonstrates the need to factor in the hyperelastic material in the
torque analysis.
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Figure 2.14: Torque vs. actuation pressure for rotating FREE prototypes A and B.
Figure 2.15: Blocked Deformation: Contraction of FREE prototype B with its end rotations constrained.
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2.6 FREEs with Varying Fiber Angles
The analysis methodology proposed in this chapter is comprehensive, and valid for FREEs with any general
fiber orientation. Furthermore, it relaxes several assumptions used to simplify the analysis in prior literature
[Bishop-Moser and Kota, 2015a][Krishnan et al., 2015][Krishnan, 2014], predominantly the uniform cylinder
assumption. The generality of this analysis methodology proposed can enable conceptualization of novel
fiber reinforced pneumatic actuators with arbitrarily varying anisotropy in its material properties. In this
section, we demonstrate an example of FREEs with fiber orientations varying along its length. In such cases,
the fiber orientations α and β are not constants, but instead functions of coordinates along axial direction,
such as the one shown in Figure 2.16.
For a conventional FREE actuator with asymmetric fiber angles, rotation is always coupled with extension
or contraction as seen in the various intermediate deformed profiles of Figure 2.12. This implies that there
cannot be a purely rotating FREE with constant fiber angles. But by varying the fiber angles, we can design
a FREE that yields pure axial rotation. In Figure 2.16, we show an actuator whose fiber angles vary such
that half of the actuator rotates and contracts and the other half extends. A preliminary demonstration of
this was also presented in [Singh and Krishnan, 2015]. The variation of fiber angles is chosen so that the
contraction in the rotating part cancels the extension, thereby conserving its overall length shown in Figure
2.16(a).
This configuration comprises of a purely extending part that cancels the contraction of the rotating part.
The fiber angle variation was chosen purely by trial and error method. One family of fibers varies from
0◦ to 67.5◦ and other family of fibers varies from −30◦ to −67.5◦ throughout the length. The actuator
was manufactured with length, L = 200 mm, inner diameter, d = 9.54 mm and elastomer thickness, t =
1.588 mm. Actuating over a range of 0 to 0.14 MPa, gives a maximum rotation of 220◦ and a maximum
change in length of 1.5 mm, which is less than 0.5% of its length. Figure 2.17 shows the undeformed and
deformed shape of the prototype fabricated, and also compares the deformed profile at 0.14 MPa from
the analytical model and experiment. The analytical deformation of this FREE as a function of applied
pressure is obtained just as for the rotating FREEs by solving Eq. 2.2 subject to Eqs. 2.3-2.5 with boundary
conditions given by Eq. 2.13. The material properties of the elastomer were found to be C10 = 0.1716
MPa and C01 = 0.08 MPa, similar to the estimation for the McKibben FREEs in Section IV. Figure 2.18
compares the experimental and analytical axial rotation vs. pressure relationship. The slight deviation at
higher pressures can be due to the discrepancy between the manufactured and the required fiber angles,
especially since they vary along the actuator length. However, it must be noted that simpler models with
uniform cylindrical assumptions [Bishop-Moser and Kota, 2015a] [Krishnan et al., 2015] cannot accurately
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Figure 2.16: (a) Undeformed (top, blue) and deformed (bottom, red) shape of FREE actuator with α varying from 0◦ to 67.5◦
and β varying from −30◦ to −67.5◦. (b) Variation of fiber angles, α and β along the length of the actuator. This figure is
reproduced from [Singh and Krishnan, 2015]
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predict the behavior.
Figure 2.17: Undeformed (top) and deformed (center) shape of purely rotating actuator, and comparison (bottom) with the
model.
2.6.1 Varying material thickness
Apart from variations in the fiber angle, variations in the elastomer properties can also lead to novel defor-
mations. In this example, we demonstrate a novel PAM that reaches its usual locked deformation profile
through unconventional intermediate configurations. In this case, we consider a PAM with constant initial
fiber angles: α = −β = 20◦. However, the elastomer thickness for the top half of the actuator is twice the
bottom half. The elastomer thickness factors in the strain energy stored given by Eq. 2.5. For the same
deformation parameters and material properties, the strain energy stored in the elastomer is proportional
to its thickness. Thus, upon solving Eq. 2.2 subject to Eqs. 2.14 and 2.5 for various intermediate strain
energy values, it is seen that the bottom half deforms first, followed by the top half as shown in Figure 2.19.
However, the locked profile (extreme right of Figure 2.19) is a function of kinematics alone.
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Figure 2.18: Axial rotation comparison for purely rotating FREE
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Figure 2.19: Intermediate deformation shapes (red) of a McKibben actuator with variable membrane thickness along the
actuator length.
2.7 Conclusion
Fiber Reinforced Elastomeric Enclosures (FREEs) are soft actuators that contract, extend, rotate and provide
a combination of these motions upon fluidic actuation. These motion patterns are closely linked with the
FREE’s reinforced fiber orientations.
This chapter presents a generalized and accurate model to predict the deformation profile of FREEs based
on a constrained volume maximization approach. The main contributions are (a) the ability to capture true
curvilinear deformed shape as opposed to uniform cylinder assumption used in literature, (b) ability to
predict both kinematics and kinetostatic deformation by including the effect of material properties and
external load, (c) the ability to predict static behavior of FREEs beyond the popular McKibben pneumatic
artificial muscle (PAM), and especially those with asymmetric fibers angles that in general vary along the
length of the actuator [Singh and Krishnan, 2015], and the (d) ability to predict realistic deformation
profiles by the inclusion of fiber extensibility in the model. Thus, this model serves as a bridge between the
recent developments in FREE actuators [Bishop-Moser and Kota, 2015a][Krishnan et al., 2015] [Krishnan,
2014], and accurate membrane-based models that are reserved for purely contracting PAMs [Liu and Rahn,
2003][Shan et al., 2006].
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The accuracy and usefulness of the model is demonstrated through extensive experimental validation.
First, the model is benchmarked with existing continuum mechanics based models for PAMs where the
deformation profiles were observed to match within 10% error. This was followed by experimental validation
of in-house McKibben FREEs for their force-deflection relationship. The most important contribution of
this model is in the prediction of the deformation and blocked torque in rotating FREEs, for which there
are no existing literature. The deformed profiles and their relationship with applied pressure match with an
error of less than 15%.
With the validity of the static response established, future work will extend the validation in presence of
applied loads and moments, for the model presented in this Chapter. For eventual controls and system-level
implementation, the model will be extended to incorporate dynamics and to study hysteresis. Furthermore,
the formulation will aid a design framework for FREEs where the physical parameters and the fiber con-
figurations will be systematically determined for any required kinematic and kinetostatic behavior. The
generality of this approach can be used to analyze inflatable rubber-like cavities with arbitrary shapes that







Fiber reinforced soft actuators can generate a wide range of motion behavior including extension, contraction,
rotation, bending, and spiral shapes based on the angle of wrapped fibers [Krishnan, 2014, Connolly et al.,
2015]. There are multiple methods of analyzing the mechanics of FREEs [Singh and Krishnan, 2015], [Singh
and Krishnan, 2017], and [Shan et al., 2006], but there is a need for design methods that can guide a soft
roboticist to design an actuator for any given application. This problem can have applications in designing
soft continuum manipulators [Uppalapati and Krishnan, 2018], matching the finger motions [Connolly et al.,
2017, Connolly et al., 2015] or actuators for soft robot locomotion.
The FREE can be considered as a metamaterial, whose deformation is dependent on global design vari-
ables such as the cylinder length, diameter, and hyperelastic material properties, and local fiber architectures
that are reinforced onto the cylinder. [Connolly et al., 2017] presented a nonlinear elasticity based approach
to analyze multisegment FREEs with varying fiber angles. They then used an optimization-based inverse
design framework to determine the fiber orientations in each segment that best matches the trajectory of
the deformed FREE with a required deformed shape. Their work considered various building blocks such as
expanding, rotating and bending segments and the inverse design was demonstrated to match three dimen-
sional trajectories to replicate the motion of the thumb and index fingers during grasping operation. While
their work is seminal in the space of fiber reinforced actuator design, it relies on extensive computation by
solving for both the global (segment length) and local design variables (fiber orientations) simultaneously.
The solutions obtained are feasible for the specific problems considered, but its generalization to meeting
arbitrary shapes may not be straightforward. Furthermore, a purely computational framework provides
limited design insight on the existence of a solution, or availability of alternate solutions.
In this chapter, we present a deterministic sequential approach towards designing the multisegment fiber
2This work has been published in [Singh and Krishnan, 2019]
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orientations for FREEs using an inverse design framework and nondimensional lookup tables. We limit our
focus to match planar curves using purely bending segments with the reasoning that the insight obtained
can be extended to spatial and more complex curves. In other words, given a planar curve, we design a
FREE actuator that when unactuated lies along a straight line and upon pressurization changes shape to
closely match the shape of this curve. Our method relies on a sequential two-step approach where we first
discretize a planar desired curve into a number of constant curvature (CC) segments, and then determine
fiber angles for each bending segment to match the deformed shape. In the first step, the designer can choose
the number of discretized segments based on the desired shape matching accuracy or ease of fabrication.
After the segmentation, the next step is to design a FREE actuator for each CC segment using bending
FREEs. Bending FREEs as shown in Figure 3.1 are essentially FREEs with two sets of equal and opposite
fibers that generate extension or increase in length upon pressurization. By adding a single straight fiber
[Bishop-Moser and Kota, 2013] or a strain limiting layer [Polygerinos et al., 2015], these extending actuators
can generate bending motion where the curvature of the bend is constant at any point along its length.
Therefore, by designing such a bending actuator for each CC segment that matches its required curvature
at a fixed actuation pressure, we can obtain a FREE that traces the shape of the given curve.
Our sequential approach results in a rather simplified process for designing FREEs to match a single
desired curve. The design variables involved are the number of descretized CC segments, their relative length,
and fiber orientation. However, when we require to match an intermediate curve en-route the final curve,
the process is complex, yet insightful. To meet these additional requirements, we introduce another design
variable, the cylinder thickness. Our method throws light on the existence and feasibility of the solutions
using nondimensional design charts. For feasibility, the intermediate curves must have sequentially lower
curvatures in all segments than the final curve. Thus, we demonstrate how seemingly different intermediate
deformed curves can be achieved by a single FREE design by just modulating actuation pressure.
In the following sections, first we describe the two-step design process to design the actuator for any
given curve followed by demonstrating the method using different example problems. In Section 3.1.2, we
present the algorithm to divide any given planar curve into a given number of constant curvature segments.
This is followed by a modified version of the constrained maximization algorithm that solves for the required
fiber angles to generate the given curvature. This method essentially solves the inverse design problem of
determining the geometry parameters of an actuator for a given curvature. Demonstration of the presented
design methodology is shown in Section 3.1.3, where different example problems are shown to explain the
design process. Following this, in Section 3.1.4, the method is extended for the case where an intermediate
shape is given in addition to the final shape. A nondimensional chart based approach to obtain a feasible




Figure 3.1: The bending behavior of Fiber Reinforced Elastomeric Enclosure actuators with equal and opposite fiber angles
are prompted by (a) third strain limiting fiber running along its length. (b) Demonstration of bending in a fabricated FREE
actuator.
3.1.2 Design Methodology for Single Shape Matching
In this section, we describe the two step design method for designing a FREE to match the shape of a given
curve. First, the algorithm for optimal segmentation of the curve into smooth piecewise constant curvature
segments is shown. This is followed by designing the fiber orientations of the actuator to match each constant
curvature segments.
Smooth Piecewise Constant Curvature Segmentation
Low computational approximation of digital curves is an active area of research in the field of computer
graphics and animation. For planar curves, different methods such as polygons, circular arcs, clothoids,
splines, etc have been used to obtain an approximation [Banchoff and Giblin, 1994]. A bending FREE upon
actuation deforms to take the shape of a circular arc or a constant curvature (CC) segment. Concatenating
multiple such bending FREEs along the same cylindrical tube as the core can result in an actuator that upon
pressurization, deforms as a series of smooth circular arcs to best match the required curve. The smoothness
here refers to the property that the tangent (or slope) at the end point of one arc coincides with the tangent
at the start point of next arc. Therefore, we are interested in approximating a curve using smooth piecewise
CC segments. Towards this, we have used an algorithm that uses dynamic programming to obtain the best
segmentation such that the least squares error of the Euclidean distances between the original curve and CC
approximation are minimized.
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Given a curve of n ordered points, we are interested in approximating this curve using m circular arcs or
constant curvature (CC) segments. The set S of given n points is denoted by S = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), ..., (xn, yn)}.
To obtain the optimal approximation, we first choose a subset of S containingm+1 vertices V = {v1, v2, ..., vm+1},
where v1 = (x1, y1) and vm+1 = (xn, yn). After choosing the optimal set V , a CC segment is fitted between
each pair of adjacent points in V .
We have used a dynamic programming algorithm that is inspired by [Pei and Horng, 1996] and [Derouet-
Jourdan et al., 2010] to obtain the optimal V from a given S. In this algorithm, to best fit m CC segment
between the first point and last point n, first (m − 1) CC segments are fitted between the kth and nth
point and one segment between the first and the kth point. The kth point is chosen in such a way that the
approximation error of fitting m arcs between the first point and n is minimum. For the approximation
error, we use least square measure of the distance between the given points and fitted arcs.
After determining the optimal set V of m + 1 vertices using the dynamic programming algorithm that
best segments the given curve, the next step is to fit a CC segment between each adjacent vertices. Our
approach here is inspired by the constant curvature inverse kinematics formulation developed for continuum
manipulators [Neppalli et al., 2009].
With reference to Figure 3.2, given two points O and A, where O is at the origin, an arc that passes
through both O and A has its center on the x-axis. This arc is tangential to the y axis at the point O. From
the Figure 3.2, it can be shown that the curvature, κ of the arc can be determined using the coordinates of
A by the following relation.
κ = 2x/(x2 + y2) (3.1)
The angle θ subtended by the arc at its center is given by
θ =

cos−1 (1− κx), if y > 0
2π − cos−1 (1− κx), if y ≤ 0
(3.2)
This gives the arc parameters of the first section between the points v1 and v2. If the point v1 does not
coincide with the origin, we can apply a rigid body translation and rotation to the curve such that the point
v1 is at the origin and the tangent at this point is along the y axis without modifying the shape of the curve.
To fit the next arc between points v2 and v3, first the given points on the curve are rotated about the center
of the first CC segment such that the point v2 is now at the origin and tangent at v2 is along the y axis.
Next, using the coordinates of v3, κ and θ of second CC segment can be determined using Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2.









































Figure 3.3: (a) Undeformed shape of the FREE that upon actuation deforms radially and longitudinally as shown in (b). (c-d)
Relating the extension of the FREE to curvature in the presence of strain limiting layer.
arc parameters of third CC segment can be determined. By following these steps, all the m CC segments
can be fitted between the m+ 1 vertices.
Curvature Matching
After obtaining the optimal CC segmentation and determining the curvatures and arc lengths of all the CC
segments, the next step is to design the fiber orientations to match these desired curvatures. Towards this,
a model that can solve the inverse design problem of determining the fiber orientations for given actuator
deformation is desired. The deformation behavior of any FREE at any given actuation pressure can be
obtained as shown in [Singh and Krishnan, 2017, Singh and Krishnan, 2015] by solving a Constrained
Volume Maximization (CVM) problem. The CVM is essentially a calculus of variations problem where
the objective is to maximize the volume enclosed by the FREE subject to constraints imposed due to the
inextensibility of fibers and strain energy stored in the elastomer tube. Now, we are interested in solving the
inverse of this problem, where the deformed shape of actuator is given and the FREE geometry and fiber
orientations need to be solved for. To achieve this, we modify the constrained maximization problem such
that it can be solved to obtain the FREE geometry for any given deformation.
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We consider a FREE as shown in Figure 3.3(a) of length l and radius r. Two sets of fibers are wrapped
helically on the external surface of FREE at angles α and β. On pressurization, this FREE deforms both
in the radial and longitudinal directions. The deformed length is λ1l, where λ1 is the stretch ratio in
longitudinal direction. Similarly, the deformed radius is λ2r, where λ2 is the radial stretch ratio. Here, we
have made an assumption that the FREE has a cylindrical shape with uniform radius throughout its length
upon deformation. This assumption is made to reduce the computational complexity of the problem.
A FREE is an inflatable tube made of hyperelastic material that expands in all direction when pressurized.
The fibers and elastomeric tube store energy upon pressurization. Therefore, we can model a FREE’s
deformation by posing a constrained maximization problem where the objective is to maximize the enclosed

















































In Eqs. 3.3-3.6, Wfiber1 and Wfiber2 are the strain energies stored in the fibers, k is the stiffness of the
fibers, θ2π and
φ
2π are the number of turns the two sets of fibers make per unit length of the FREE and δ is the
twist per unit length. For the elastomer, we assume a Neo-Hookean model with C10 as the material constant.







where λ3 = 1/(λ1λ2).
In the case of planar design method presented here, we limit our focus on bending FREEs alone since
they can undergo constant curvature deformation in a given plane. These bending FREEs can be modeled
as extending FREEs that bend due to a strain limiting fiber on one end, which can be modeled separately.
An extending FREE has equal and opposite fiber angles such that α = −β, which simplifies the Eqs. 3.4



































In Eqs. 3.8 and 3.9, Λ1 and Λ2 are the Lagrange multipliers. By using virtual work analogy, it can be
shown that Λ1 = Λ2 =
−1
P , where P is the actuation pressure. Evaluating Eqs. 3.8 and 3.9 and substituting
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2(α) + λ22 sin
2(α)
+ 2πPr2lλ1λ2 = 0 (3.11)
For given material constants, C10 and k, and geometry parameters, r, l, Vb, and α, we can solve Eqs. 3.10
and 3.11 to obtain λ1 and λ2 at any given pressure P using any solver for a system of nonlinear equations.
This is basically solving the forward analysis problem, where the geometry of actuator and material properties
are known and we solve for the deformed shape. Now, we want to solve the inverse design problem where
we know the material constants and geometry parameters except for the fiber angle α. Instead we are given
λ1, so we can solve the system of two nonlinear equations given by Eqs. 3.10 and 3.11 for α and λ2.
As we mentioned before, we are limiting the design space to bending FREEs that generate constant
curvature κ at any given pressure. This κ can be related to the λ1, i.e. the longitudinal stretch by modeling
the effect of the strain limiting layer. As shown in Figure 3.3(c-d), by adding a strain limiting layer in the
form of a straight fiber, an extending FREE undergoes bending. The straight fiber prevents extension of the
actuator along its length while the side of the actuator diametrically opposite to the straight fiber undergoes
extension. This generates bending in the actuator, where the curvature of the bend κ can be related to λ1






Therefore, from the segmentation algorithm, we get κ that can be used to obtain λ1 by using Eq. 3.12.
Following this, we solve for α and λ2 using Eqs. 3.10 and 3.11.
3.1.3 Applications
In this section, we demonstrate how the design method described in the previous section can be used to
design a FREE to match a given shape. All the FREE actuators designed and fabricated in this section
have an inner radius of 4.75mm and a wall thickness of 1.6mm. The elastomer tube is made of natural latex
rubber and the fibers are made of cotton. The actuation pressure is chosen to be 0.172MPa.
Inchworm
The first example is inspired by the locomotion of an inchworm. An inchworm moves by deforming its body
in a shape that looks like the Greek letter omega (Ω) [Trimmer and Lin, 2014]. By designing an actuator
that matches the shape of omega upon actuation, we can design a soft inchworm crawling robot.
We take a 300 mm long curve in the shape of omega as shown in Figure 3.4(a). Using the symmetry of
this curve, we use one half of it to design a FREE that matches its shape. First, we use the segmentation
algorithm described in Section 3.1.2, to obtain CC approximation of one symmetric half of the curve. Using
m = 4, i.e., three CC segments generates an approximation that matches the original curve closely as shown
in Figure 3.4(b).
After obtaining the CC approximation, the curvatures κ of each section is used to calculate stretch ratio
λ1 using Eq. 3.12. λ1 is then used as an input for the inverse constrained maximization formulation presented
in Section 3.1.2 (Eqs. 3.10 and 3.11) to solve for the fiber angle α. Complete design of the omega shaped
FREE is given in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.4(c).
Table 3.1: Design of Omega shaped FREE.
Section Curvature (mm−1) Fiber Angle (o) Length (mm)
1 -0.0349 82.7 51.6
2 0.0063 60.7 44.9
3 0.0274 76.8 107
4 0.0063 60.7 44.9
5 -0.0349 82.7 51.6
This omega FREE is used as the body of an inchworm pipe-crawling robot as shown in 3.5. The robot
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Figure 3.4: (a)Omega curve used for designing inchworm shape. (b) Constant curvature approximation of one symmetric half of
the omega shaped curve. (c) Design of omega shaped FREE. (d) Prototype of Omega FREE. (e) Shape of fabricated prototype
overlaid with the desired curve for comparison.
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consists of two sets of grippers (G1 and G2 in Figure 3.5) separated by the omega curve. The grippers are
two sets of constant curvature bending actuators used for grasping the pipe on which the robot is crawling
on. There are three actuation lines, one for G1, one for G2, and third one for the body made of omega
FREEs. By pressurizing and depressurizing the actuators in a specific sequence as shown in the series of
images in Figure 3.5, the robot can generate forward motion along the pipe. Such form of locomotion called
’inching’ is common in caterpillars and generates the longest step length thereby generating the fastest gait
for a given cycle frequency [Trimmer and Lin, 2014].
SoRo
Second example is that of the acronym of the Soft Robotics journal ’SoRo’. In this example, we have made
four FREE actuators, one for each letter in the acronym. The two ’o’s are trivial and can be designed with
just one constant curvature segment deforming to form a complete circle. On the other hand, ’S’ and ’R’
are generated using Bezier splines and the target shapes are shown in Figure 3.6(a).
The curve for letter ’S’ is segmented using five CC segments. The optimal segmentation using the
dynamic programming algorithm is shown in Figure 3.6(b). Using this segmentation, the arc parameters for
each CC segment is determined and the corresponding stretch ratio, λ1 is calculated, which is further used
to calculate the fiber angle. The complete design for ’S’ using a FREE of length 300 mm is shown in Table
3.2 and Figure 3.6(d).
Table 3.2: Design of ’S’ shaped FREE.
Section Curvature (mm−1) Fiber Angle (o) Length (mm)
1 -0.0099 63.3 70.7
2 -0.0349 82.8 49.2
3 0.0013 55.9 62.9
4 0.0358 83.8 43.4
5 0.0113 64.4 73.9
Similarly, the letter ’R’ is designed using five CC segments as shown in Figure 3.6(c). Design for ’R’ is
shown in Table 3.3 and Figure 3.6(e). Length of the actuator in this case is 400 mm.
Fabricated prototype of all four actuators including ’S’, ’R’, and two ’o’ are shown in Figure 3.6(f). The
’o’ shape is made of single segment bending FREE of length 320 mm and fiber angle of 72o.
3.1.4 Shape Matching for Two Curves
In this section, we extend the design method to match not just one final target curve, but an additional







Figure 3.5: Omega shaped actuator used for inching motion in a pipe-crawling robot.
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136.70 109.40 56.40 44 54.80
±54.8° ±80.8° ±60.6° ±86.6° ±56.7°
70.70 49.20 62.90 43.40 73.90






Figure 3.6: (a) Target shapes to be matched for the acronym ’SoRo’. (b) CC segmentation of S shaped curve. (c) CC
segmentation of R shaped curve. (d) Design of FREE that matches S curve. (e) Design of FREE that matches R curve. (f)
Fabricated prototypes of FREEs spelling out ’SoRo’. (g) Shape of prototype overlaid on the desired curves.
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Table 3.3: Design of ’R’ shaped FREE.
Section Curvature (mm−1) Fiber Angle (o) Length (mm)
1 0.0001 54.8 136.7
2 0.0328 80.8 109.4
3 0.0067 60.6 56.4
4 -0.0379 86.6 44
5 0.0022 56.7 54.8
than the final target. Thus, by controlling the actuation pressure alone we seek to obtain two seemingly
different curves. However, given a target shape, not all intermediate curves are attainable at lower pressures.
Restricting our attention to bending FREEs alone, the achievable space of intermediate curves must adhere
to certain constraints, which are listed below.
• Each CC segment of an intermediate curve should have the same length as the corresponding segment
of the target curve. This constraint is due to the presence of strain limiting layer in bending actuators
that prevent change in length upon pressurization.
• Each CC segment of the intermediate curve should have the same bending direction (convex or concave
bend) as that of the corresponding segment in the target curve. This is because a bending actuator can
bend only in one direction at any actuation pressure depending on the location of the strain limiting
layer.
• Intermediate curve’s CC segments should have a lower curvature as compared to the corresponding
segment of the target curve because the curvature of the bending FREE increases with pressure.
First, the CC segmentation algorithm is modified such that it can solve for the simultaneous optimal
segmentation of multiple curves. This is done by modifying the approximation error which is minimized
using the dynamic programming algorithm such that it is equal to the sum of the approximation errors for
both intermediate and target curves. Next, the first constraint listed above is enforced by using arc length
parameterization and interpolation such that the set of points S are uniformly spaced along both intermediate
and target curves. In addition, to account for the second and third constraint, the segmentation algorithm
checks for the sign and magnitude of curvatures of intermediate and target curve’s segments such that they
are of the same sign and also the curvatures of intermediate curve’s segments are smaller in magnitude as
compared to that of the target curve’s segments.
As an example, we consider two curves shown in Figure 3.7(a), where one is the intermediate curve to
be matched at pressure P1 and other is the target curve to be matched at pressure P2 such that P2 > P1.
Both the curves are 315mm long and start from an initial straight configuration.
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Figure 3.7: (a) Intermediate and target curves to be matched at different actuation pressure by the same FREE actuator. (b)
Constant curvature approximation of both intermediate and target curves using three segments.
CC approximation of both the curves are shown in Figure 3.7(b). Three segments or m = 4 is used for
segmentation here and the arc lengths of corresponding segments in both curves are equal, but they have
different curvatures. The arc length parameters and corresponding stretch ratios λ1 for both the curves
are shown in Table 3.4. κ1 and κ2 are the curvatures of the intermediate and target curves, respectively.
Similarly, λ11 and λ
2
1 are the corresponding longitudinal stretch ratios.
Table 3.4: Arc parameters of the intermediate and target curves.





1 105 -0.0055 -0.0087 1.0699 1.1105
2 137 -0.0114 -0.0281 1.1448 1.3569
3 73 0.0061 0.012 1.0775 1.1524
Now, as shown in Table 3.4, there are two different λ1 values for each bending segment. Therefore, solving
the inverse constrained maximization formulation to determine fiber angle does not work because we have
more equations than unknowns. To design an actuator then requires adding an additional design variable
besides the fiber angle. Possible choices for this include the actuator radius r, wall thickness t, or material
constant C10. We choose wall thickness t as the second design variable. This gives us four equations, two
each for intermediate and final curves given by Eqs. 3.10 and 3.11 and four unknowns namely, fiber angle
α, thickness t, and radial stretch ratio λ2 for both intermediate and final curves. With r fixed, t can only
attain a small set of values, therefore solving system of four nonlinear equations does not always give a
feasible solution. A nondimensional chart based approach generated using these equations is more intuitive
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and practical towards finding a feasible solution.
Now, to choose the fiber angle α and wall thickness t that generate the required λ1s at two different target
curves, we use nondimensional charts that relate FREE deformation to its actuation. The nondimensional
charts map the deformation of the FREEs to the fiber angles, actuation pressure, the hyperelastic material
constants and the FREE geometry such as the radius and thickness. These can aid in quick design and
analysis of FREEs without the need to solve nonlinear equations of equilibrium. To generate nondimensional
charts, we start with the following equation that can be obtained using either the constrained maximization
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to express λ2 in terms of λ1 thereby removing one of the




2, where V0 is the
volume enclosed by the actuator in the undeformed state. Also, substituting the expression of Welastomer






− ∂(I1 − 3)
∂λ1
= 0 (3.14)
The quantity Ac in Eq. 3.14 has no dimensions and is equal to
PV0
VbC10
, which can be understood as the
input actuation energy normalized by the Neo-Hookean material constant times the material volume of the
elastomer. We will call this quantity normalized actuation coefficient. Therefore, Eq. 3.14 is now expressed
in terms of three variables namely, λ1, Ac and α. For all possible range of values for Ac and α, we can solve
it to obtain λ1. A contour plot of λ1 for a meshgrid of Ac and α is shown in Figure 3.8(a).
We use the contour plot shown in Figure 3.8(a) to design bending segments such that it matches the
desired curvatures at different pressures. For the two shape example with three CC segments shown in Figure
3.7, we have calculated the desired stretch ratios λ1 for each CC segment as listed in Table 3.4. We can plot
the Figure 3.8(a) again but now only with the contour lines corresponding to the desired λ1s as shown in
Figure 3.8(b)-(d) for the three CC segments, respectively. Now, we choose α and t for each segment using






C10((r + t)2 − r2)
(3.15)







































Figure 3.8: (a) Contour plot of stretch ratio λ1 versus Ac and α. Contour lines of desired λ1 values for (b) first CC segment,
(c) second CC segment, and (d) third CC segment.
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Table 3.5: Design of FREE for matching two shapes.
Segment Arc Length Fiber Angle (o) Wall thickness (t)
1 -105 61.8 1.23
2 -137 85.7 1.67
3 73 69.3 2.06
and t) and material constant C10. As mentioned previously, we choose pressures P1 and P2 at which the
FREE deforms to match the shape of intermediate and final shapes, respectively. It can be shown using
Eq. 3.15 that Ac1Ac2 =
P1
P2
, where Ac1 and Ac2 are the values of the normalized actuation coefficient Ac for
any CC segment corresponding to the intermediate and final shape, respectively. Therefore for the first CC
segment, we choose α using Figure 3.8(b) such that it intersects the two contour lines at Ac values where
Ac1
Ac2
= P1P2 = 0.5. Here, the ratio of 0.5 is chosen arbitrarily and is up to the designer. Since, this ratio is
equal to the ratio of the two actuation pressures, any value that yields two significantly different pressure
values would be a valid choice. But, because all the segments are actuated to the same pressure, Ac1Ac2 has
to be the same for all three segments. Therefore, only a small range of values are possible for Ac1Ac2 to get a
feasible design. Now, as shown in Figure 3.8, at α = 69.3o, we have Ac1 = 0.7577 and Ac2 = 1.529. Using
either Ac1 or Ac2, we can calculate the second design variable t by using Eq. 3.15. For the first CC segment,
we get t = 1.23mm. Similarly, by plotting contour lines of desired λ1 values for other two CC segments as
shown in Figure 3.8(c) and (d), followed by choosing α such that Ac1Ac2 = 0.5 and then calculating t using Eq.
3.15, we can get the design parameters for the remaining two segments. The complete design of FREE that
matches the two shape of Figure 3.7 is listed in Table 3.5 and also shown in Figure 3.9(a).
To validate this design as shown in Table 3.5, we modeled it using finite element method (FEM) in the
commercially available software Abaqus [Connolly et al., 2015]. We modeled the elastomer using tetrahedral
elements and used a Neo-Hookean material model. The fibers are modeled using truss elements and a tie
constraint is added between the fibers and tube. Both the intermediate and target shapes as obtained using
FEM are shown in Figure 3.9(b).
Discussion
The nondimensional charts using the normalized actuation coefficient aid in the simultaneous selection of
fiber angles and geometry variables for a given trajectory of curvatures or λ1 values (Figure 3.8). For
matching a trajectory of two λ1s in the different CC segments, we summarize the design steps as
1. Start with the initial guess for the ratio of Acs corresponding to the two stretch ratio λ1 requirement
for a given segment. Choose the fiber angle from the nondimensional chart that maintains this ratio
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Figure 3.9: (a) Design of FREE that matches two given curves. (b) FREE deforming upon pressurization to trace both
intermediate and target curves using FEA. (c) Fabricated prototype of FREE actuated to two different pressures to match
intermediate and final curves. (d) Shapes of fabricated prototype overlaid with the desired curves for comparison.
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and simultaneously intersects the required λ1s (Figure 3.8b)
2. Keeping the ratio of Acs fixed, choose the fiber angles for the other segments based on the required
stretch ratios λ1s (Figure 3.8c-d)
3. If a solution is not found, then repeat the first two steps with a different initial guess for the ratio of
Acs.
4. Once the Acs are determined for all the segments at the two required λ1 values, the wall thickness of
each segment can be determined.
While we have demonstrated this process for matching a trajectory of two curves (intermediate and final),
it can be extended to matching three or more intermediate curves. For example, to match a trajectory of
n curves, each will have an associated value for Ac (Ac1..Acn). This implies that the ratio of successive
Acs, i.e Ac1/Ac2, Ac2/Ac3 through Ac(n−1)/Acn must be maintained for all the segments. Matching all these
requirements simultaneously may be quite complex with the chart based approach and an optimization
algorithm such as the one proposed in [Connolly et al., 2017] may be useful, provided a solution exists.
3.1.5 Conclusion
Pneumatically actuated Fiber Reinforced Elastomeric Enclosures (FREEs) can undergo unique curvilinear
deformations based on the arrangement of reinforced fibers. While the forward analysis of predicting these
deformed shapes have been extensively studied, few efforts have focused on inverse design. Here, we present
a method for designing fiber reinforced soft actuators to match a planar curve. This method involves two
steps where the first step approximates the planar curve using constant curvature segments. Second step is
the actual inverse design process that determines the fiber angles of all the actuator segments such that they
attain the desired curvatures obtained in the first step at the same actuation pressure. We have proposed
two methods for the inverse design formulation (a) a computational inverse design by solving the nonlinear
equilibrium equations, and (b) a nondimensional design chart based approach to match a final curve and an
intermediate curve en route to the final.
While the computational inverse formulation stems from the mechanics of FREE deformation and can
handle additional complications such as fiber stiffness to make it extensible, it does not always yield a
solution. The existence of a solution is better understood using the nondimensional charts that visually
spans the entire feasible design space. This visualization is important to match two curves or shapes, one
final and the other at an intermediate pressure, where we consider the cylinder thickness as a variable apart
from the fiber angle. The approach critically demonstrates the difficulty in exactly matching two arbitrary
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curves, which makes an extension to three or more arbitrary curves extremely challenging. In the next
section, the design method is extended to match the shape of spatial 3D curves using spiral or helical shaped
actuators.
3.2 Spatial Design
In this section, we extend the planar design problem presented in the first part of this chapter to 3-dimensional
space. The design problem that we are presenting in this section can be stated as: Given a space curve,
can we design a fiber reinforced soft pneumatic actuator that lies along a straight line unactuated and
upon being pressurized to the desired actuation pressure deforms to match the shape of the desired space
curve? We present a design methodology to solve this problem. In this method, two out of three steps are
independent of the actuation method used, which in our case is fiber reinforced pneumatic actuation. In the
design method, first we solve the inverse static design problem, where the given desired space curve is the
equilibrium shape under gravity and we solve for its natural shape or in other words, determine its natural
curvature. Following which, in the second step, the curve which describes the natural shape of our desired
space curve is approximated using the simplest spatial primitive curve i.e. a helix. Thereafter in the final
step, we solve the inverse mapping problem of determining the geometric shape and fiber orientation of the
actuator to match the curvature and torsion of the helices, which we used for approximating the curve in
the previous step. We describe all of these steps in detail in the rest of this section.
3.2.1 Design Methodology
In this section, the design methodology is described in detail using a circular helix as an example problem.
A circular helix is a smooth space curve for which the tangent at every point makes a constant angle with
the axis of the helix. It also has a constant curvature and constant torsion throughout its length. The
parametric equation of the helix is given by
x = a cos(t)
y = a sin(t) (3.16)
z = bt
where a is the radius of the helix and pitch is 2πb. Curvature and torsion of a the helix can be expressed in
terms of a and b as shown below.
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Taking a = 50mm and b = 15mm followed by translating and rotating the helix such that the helix
starts at the origin and the tangent at its first point is along the negative z direction, we get a helix shown
in Figure 3.10.
Now, to design a FREE that upon actuation matches the shape of a space curve for instance, the circular
helix shown in Figure 3.10, we follow the design steps listed below.
1. Determine the natural shape of the target space curve such that when gravity acts on this natural
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Figure 3.11: Effects of gravity on an actuator that takes the shape of a helix upon actuation.
shape, it deforms into the target space curve.
2. Determine a polyhelical approximation of the natural shape determined in the previous step. A poly-
helix is a series of connected helices introduced by [Goriely et al., 2009].
3. For each of the helical segments of the approximated polyhelix, determine the fiber orientation of the
corresponding segment of the FREE such that these FREE segments deform to match the shape of
the corresponding helices.




Designing soft actuators for replicating a 3D shape or space curve has several challenges. One major challenge
is to consider the effect of gravity in the design process. For example, a helix (constant curvature and torsion
[Uppalapati and Krishnan, 2018]) with a Young’s modulus = 105N/m under gravity deforms into a spiral
(varying curvature) as shown in Figure 3.11.
Here, we present a method using Cosserat rod equations (more specifically Kirchoff equations) to offset
the effect of gravity. The required space curve to be designed will be transformed into its natural space
curve using the inverse Kirchoff method. When gravity acts on the offset space curve, it deforms into the
desired 3D curve. This implies that the fiber orientation needs to be designed for the natural space curve.
Below, we detail the steps involved to obtain the natural shape of a curve when it is subjected to gravity.
Our method presented here is inspired from [Bertails-Descoubes et al., 2018].
First, we present a brief overview of Kirchoff theory for thin rods, which is followed by a mathematical
derivation to obtain the natural shape. Finally, details of the numerical implementation are elaborated.
We consider an inextensible and unshearable rod of length L represented by a centerline r(s) ∈ R3 and a
rotating frame attached to it R(s) ∈ SO(3), which are both parametrized by the arc length, s ∈ [0, L]. The
vector r gives the 3D position at s and R(s) = [n(s),b(s), t(s)] is the rotating frame where n, b, t are the
normal, binormal, and tangent vector at s, respectively. The vector u(s) gives the angular rate of change of
the spatial curve. More precisely, we have u(s) = [κ1(s), κ2(s), τ(s)] where κ1 and κ2 stand for the material
curvatures of the rod and τ is the material twist of the rod.
With the information of the curvatures and twist, the evolution of the material frame along the center
line r(s) can be written as [Murray et al., 1994]:
Ṙ(s) = R(s)û(s) (3.19)
where û is the skew-symmetric matrix of vector u. The evolution of the space curve can be obtained from
ṙ(s) = R(s)e (3.20)
where e = [0 0 1]T corresponds to the material strains in an inextensible and unshearable rod.
Given the material curvatures, twist and the necessary starting conditions on r(s = 0) and R(s = 0),
the kinematic shape of the spatial curve can be obtained by solving Eqs. 3.19 and 3.20. Under gravity,
the curvatures and twist vector u(s) changes, and in order to obtain the change in u(s), the force balance
equations are solved [Rucker et al., 2010, Trivedi et al., 2008a, Uppalapati et al., 2018] and following equation
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Figure 3.12: Natural shape of circular helix obtained from the solution of inverse Kirchoff problem
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Figure 3.13: Polyhelix approximation of the natural shape of circular helix.
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is obtained:
C ˙̃u = −
(
ûCũ + êṘfb(L− s)g
)
(3.21)
where ũ = u− u0 and u is the curvature-twist vector of the equilibrium shape under gravity (desired space
curve) and u0 is the pre-curvature and twist vector, which defines the natural shape of the rod in absence of
gravity [Rucker et al., 2010]. C = diag(C1, C2, C3) is a diagonal 3 x 3 matrix which represents the bending
and twisting stiffness such that C1 = C2 = π/4Er
4 and C3 = π/2Gr
4 where E is material Young’s modulus,
G is shear modulus, and r is radius of the rod. Also, g is acceleration due to gravity and fb is mass per unit
length of the material. This defines the forward Kirchoff problem, and next, the inverse of this problem is
presented.
Now, given the deformed shape r(s) and the deformed curvature-twist vector u(s) along the length of
the curve, we need to evaluate u0(s) i.e. the undeformed curvature-twist vector. Given r(s), we can also get
the R(s) information using standard Frenet-Serret or Bishop frames [Bertails-Descoubes et al., 2018]. Using
Eq. 3.21, we can solve for ũ as
Figure 3.14: (a) A FREE with two sets of fibers at angle α and β such that α 6= −β along with a longitudinal fiber (b) upon
actuation deforms in the shape of a helix.
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Figure 3.15: (a) A FREE with two sets of fibers at angle α and β such that α 6= −β (b) undergoes extension (or contraction)




1 [u3C2ũ2 − u2C3ũ3 +R32(fb(L− s)g)] (3.22)
˙̃u2 = C
−1
2 [u3C1ũ1 + u1C3ũ3 −R31(fb(L− s)g)] (3.23)
˙̃u3 = C
−1
3 [u2C1ũ1 − u1C2ũ2] (3.24)
On solving the above set of differential equations, ũ is obtained, which in turn is used to evaluate the pre-
curvatures and twist vector u0. Once we have u0, the corresponding spatial curve can be solved with Eqs.
3.19 and 3.20 with a given initial condition. All through this work, it is assumed that one end of the actuator
is fixed and therefore, we have the information of r(s = 0).
With information of r(s) and u(s), we can obtain the material frame (R(s)) attached to it using either
Frenet-Serret frame. The r(s = 0) will remain same for both the deformed and undeformed curves. The
Eqs. 3.22 – 3.24 with a boundary condition for u = u0 at s = L is solved by shooting method in MATLAB
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using ode45 routine to obtain ũ(s) and extract u0(s). Using u0(s), and necessary initial conditions for r and
R at s = 0, Eqs. 3.19 and 3.20 are solved to obtain the undeformed or natural shape.
Now, going back to the example problem of a circular helix as the target shape as shown in Figure 3.10,
we determine the natural shape of this curve using Eqs. 3.19 and 3.20 such that this shape under gravity
deforms to match the target curve. Natural shape of the circular helix is shown in Figure 3.12.
Polyhelix approximation of space curve
The Fundamental Theorem of Space Curves states that for any two continuous functions given by κ(s) and
τ(s), for curvature and torsion, respectively, there exists a unique space curve up to a Euclidean motion in
R3 [Abbena et al., 2017]. In addition, if both κ(s) and τ(s) are constant, then the curve is a helix [Abbena
et al., 2017]. Therefore, when a FREE is designed to match constant values of κ(s) and τ(s), it results in a
helical shaped actuator. Now, in order to design a FREE to match any space curves and not just a helix,
the space curve can be approximated using piecewise smooth helices. This would allow us to design a FREE
segment for each helical segment, such that all of these segments stacked in series generate the piecewise
smooth helical approximation of the space curve.
A polyhelix introduced by [Goriely et al., 2009, Hausrath and Goriely, 2007] is a series of connected
helices with a continuous Frenet-Serret frame throughout the space curve. [Goriely et al., 2009] present a
method to interpolate a polyhelix for a given sequence of ordered points and the Frenet frame at the first
point. The resulting polyhelix curve has a continuous Frenet frame throughout its length, which also implies
that it is G2 curve. We have chosen a polyhelix for approximating space curves because the continuity of
Frenet frame is necessary to maintain the material continuity between two consecutive FREE segments.
Given two points in space and a Frenet frame attached to the first point, [Goriely et al., 2009] reduces the
problem of finding a helix joining the two points to determining the solution of an equation and satisfying an
inequality. They also present the extension of this to fitting a polyhelix between n points. For this, given the
Frenet frame at the first point, the first helical segment is fitted between the first two points. After fitting
the first helical segment, Frenet frame at the second point is calculated and the second helical segment is
fitted between second and third point. This procedure is then iterated to fit the n − 1 helical segments
joining the n points.
The example of circular helix shown in Figure 3.10 has a constant curvature and torsion along its length,
but due to gravity, the natural shape of the helix is determined as shown in Figure 3.12. The curve describing
this natural shape has varying curvature and torsion along its length, so a polyhelical approximation of this
curve is obtained as shown in Figure 3.13. For this example, a polyhelix with six helical segments is used
and the seven points required for fitting the helices are chosen such that the polyhelix matches the original
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curve as closely as possible. Next, we show the steps to design a FREE that can match the shape of this
approximated polyhelix.
Inverse Mapping
We consider a FREE with fiber angles α 6= −β i.e. the fibers are not equal and opposite as shown in Figure
3.15. It is cylindrical in shape with length l, radius r, and wall thickness t. Such a FREE undergoes rotation
coupled with either extension or contraction. If a straight fiber is added to such a FREE along its length,
this fiber acts as a strain limiting layer. Upon actuation, the actuator undergoes bending in the plane and
due to rotation about its longitudinal axis, it also deforms out of the plane as shown in Figure 3.14 to take
the shape of a helix.
As shown in Figure 3.15(a-b), deformation of a FREE is characterized using longitudinal and radial
stretch ratios, λ1 and λ2, respectively, along with the rotation δ that the FREE undergoes if it is fixed on
one side. Upon the addition of a straight longitudinal fiber along its length, the FREE undergoes spiral
deformation due to the combination of extension and rotation. Curvature κ and torsion τ can be expressed
in terms of the longitudinal stretch ratio λ1 and rotation δ, respectively as shown in Figure 3.15(c-d).
κ =
λ1 − 1






Above two equations can be rewritten such that λ1 and δ are expressed in terms of κ and τ as shown below.






δ = τ l (3.28)
After determining λ1 and δ using Eqs. 3.27 and 3.28, we use the inverse formulation of Constrained Volume
Maximization (CVM) [Singh and Krishnan, 2017] to determine the fiber angles α and β. Again, the CVM



















































where, V is the internal volume of the cylinder, k is the fiber stiffness, Vb is the volume of the elastomeric
tube, C10 is a material constant of the elastomer, and I1 is the first strain invariant. Necessary conditions





































By using virtual work analogy, it can be shown that the Lagrange multipliers Λ1 = Λ2 = Λ3 =
−1
P , where P
is the actuation pressure. Equations 3.33-3.35 can be written in terms of the parameters as shown below in
order to help choose the appropriate design variables.
fi(λ1, λ2, δ, α, β, l, r, t, C10, k) = 0 where i = 1, 2, 3 (3.36)
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For given material constants C10 and k; geometry parameters r, l, and t, the above system of three equations
can be solved for three unknown quantities namely fiber angles α and β and radial stretch λ2 for given values
of λ1 and δ, which are given by Eqs. 3.27 and 3.28. We use FREEs of dimensions r = 4.76 mm, t = 1.6
mm, and material properties, C10 = 0.24 MPa, and k = 10
3 MPa.
3.2.2 Examples and Validation
In this section, we apply the design methodolgy presented in Section 3.2.1 to design FREEs to match the
shape of three different parametric space curves.
Circular Helix
The first example is that of a regular helix of radius a = 50 mm and pitch 2πb where b = 15 mm with the
target curve as shown in Figure 3.10. Details of all the steps involved in designing a FREE for this curve
have been presented in Section 3.2.1. Comparison of fabricated prototype with the target curve is shown in
Figure 3.16. Shape of prototype is measured using a Microscribe 3D digitizer. The maximum deviation from
the target curve measured for this prototype is 5.5 cm, which is 15% of the length of the actuator. Also, the
average deviation from the target curve is 2.1 cm, which is 5.8% of the actuator’s length.
Conical Spiral
Next, we design a conical spiral [Weisstein, 2002] for which the parametric equation is given by
x = tr cos(at)
y = tr sin(at) (3.37)
z = t
Comparison of the shape of fabricated prototype measured using a Microscribe with the target space
curve is shown in Figure 3.17. The maximum deviation from the target curve for this prototype is 4.5 cm,
which is 12% of the length of the actuator. Also, the average deviation from the target curve is 2.4 cm,
which is 6.5% of the actuator’s length.
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of shape attained by fabricated FREE with the target shape of circular helix. From top to bottom:
top view, front view, side view, and isometric view.
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Figure 3.17: Comparison of shape attained by fabricated FREE with the target shape of conical spiral. From top to bottom:
top view, front view, side view, and isometric view.
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Trefoil Knot
A trefoil knot or an overhand knot [Ferreol and Mandonnet, 2018] is the simplest example of a nontrivial
knot. For this curve, the parametric equation is given by
x = a cos(4t)
y = a sin(3t) sin(at) (3.38)
z = b sin(5t)
where a = 30 mm, b = 10 mm and the parameter t varies from π2 to
3π
2 . Comparison of fabricated prototype
with the target curve is shown in Figure 3.18. The maximum deviation for this prototype is 11 cm, which
is 24% of the actuator’s length and the average deviation from the target curve is 6.7 cm, which is 15% of
the actuator’s length.
3.2.3 Discussion
The sequential approach used in the design method presents multiple design choices that can be tuned to
improve the shape matching accuracy. However, this can result in any error that is present in the initial
step of the design to propagate through the subsequent steps resulting in high cumulative error in the final
design. An investigation of the potential sources of error and ways to reduce them can be beneficial for
applications where high shape matching accuracy is desired. The overall shape matching error along the
length of the fabricated actuator from the target space curve for all three prototypes is shown in blue in
Figure 3.19. This overall error can be attributed to (i) error in estimating flexural and torsional rigidity,
EI and GJ , respectively of the actuator, which goes into the inverse Kirchhoff formulation to determine
the natural shape, (ii) polyhelical approximation error, which has been plotted in red in Figure 3.19, (iii)
error in the inverse mapping formulation for determining the fiber angles, which is shown in yellow in Figure
3.19, and (iv) manufacturing errors due to imperfect fiber angle wrapping, where the actual fiber angles as
measured on a fabricated prototype differ from the desired fiber angles.
It is observed that for all prototypes, the errors associated with ployhelical approximation and the inverse
fiber angle estimation is minimal (red and yellow plots with an average error of 5%). Bulk of the errors
can be attributed to estimating material parameters and manufacturing. Errors due to material parameter
estimation of EI and GJ can be reduced by extensive testing of actuators for a range of actuation pressures.
A preliminary investigation of material parameter estimation is presented by [Uppalapati et al., 2018], where
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Figure 3.18: Comparison of shape attained by fabricated FREE with the target shape of Trefoil knot. From top to bottom:
top view, front view, side view, and isometric view.
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Figure 3.19: Shape matching error for (a) Circular Helix, (b) Conical Spiral, and (c) Trefoil Knot.
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it is shown that EI and GJ depend on the actuation pressure. Here, EI and GJ are assumed to be constant
with pressure, which can contribute to error in the inverse Kirchhoff formulation. Furthermore, a more
robust and precise fiber winding setup can help alleviate the manufacturing errors in fiber orientations,
thereby creating a more accurate prototype. A thorough investigation of all the sources of error is beyond
the scope of the work presented here, but can be a future extension of this work to make this design method
more robust and accurate.
3.2.4 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, we present a method for designing a fiber reinforced actuator to match the shape of a
space curve. This method first accounts for the effects of gravity by solving an inverse Kirchhoff problem of
determining the natural shape of the target space curve such that this natural shape under gravity deforms
into the target curve. Following which, the natural shape is approximated using a polyhelix, which is a
series of connected helices with a continuous frame. Up to this point, our design method is independent of
the type of actuation system used and can be applied for any actuator that can undergo a combination of
bending and rotation to generate helical shaped deformation. Here, we have used pneumatically actuated
fiber reinforced soft actuators called FREEs. In the third and final step of the design method, we determine
the fiber orientations of a FREE with multiple segments, where each of its segment corresponds to one helical
segment of the polyhelix and upon actuation matches the shape of this corresponding helical segment. We
demonstrate the method for three different example curves, namely a circular helix, a conical spiral, and a
trefoil knot. The example of trefoil knot shows that our method can be used to design self-knotting actuators,
which can have applications in active tethering of drones and automated suturing in surgery. Currently, our
method only aims to match the final target shape and does not take into account the intermediate shapes
that are taken to reach the final shape. Due to this, the self contact or the actuator having interference with
itself is a limitation towards achieving self-knotting. Including intermediate shapes in addition to the final
target shape in the design process or serially actuating different segments of the actuator can help achieve





In this chapter, two different soft robotic applications are presented that use FREEs as the actuation element.
4.1 Soft Orthotic Sleeve for Lofstrand Crutch Users
4.1.1 Introduction
Motivation
A mechanical connection between two rigid bodies is conventionally enforced by interfaces such as joints
and couplings. These interfaces transfer forces and moments between the two bodies thereby maintaining
structural integrity. Designing interfaces for the human body pose additional requirements such as safety,
adaptability, and low form factors. Conventional joints and couplings containing rigid components may not
be ideal in these applications. We are motivated by a specific orthotic application that provides support to
people using Lofstrand crutches. Crutch users can experience up to 50% of their body weight in their wrists
during swing phase (Figure 4.1a) [Slavens et al., 2009]. Such high cyclic load and poor wrist posture can lead
to joint pain, carpal tunnel syndrome, or arthritis [Slavens et al., 2009, Mercer et al., 2006, Lal, 1998, Sie
et al., 1992]. This chapter details the modeling and design of a soft pneumatic interface between the crutch
and the user’s forearm thereby reducing wrist and palmer loads (Figure 4.1c).
Related Work
Soft robotics is becoming increasingly popular due to lightweight designs, adaptability, and inherent safety
due to compliance and ability to absorb impact loads [Rus and Tolley, 2015]. They are characterized by the
absence of rigid structures and conventional electromagnetic actuators, but instead constitute stretchable
membranes, fibers, and fluids. The most popular modes of actuation in soft mechanisms and robots are
pneumatic/hydraulic actuators [Martinez et al., 2013], shape-memory alloys [Seok et al., 2013], and cables
or tendons driven by motors [Wehner et al., 2013]. Of these, pneumatic actuation is popular in orthoses
3This work has been published in [Singh et al., 2018, Singh et al., 2019]
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Figure 4.1: Motivation of the work: an ergonomic soft load-bearing sleeve for Lofstrand crutches. (a) Swing phase with excessive
wrist loading leading to (b) wrist hyperextension, which is mitigated by (c) a soft coiled sleeve using a pneumatically actuated
FREE connected between the crutch and the forearm.
because of its energy density, cost effectiveness, simplicity and the prospect of harvesting pneumatic energy
from the user’s gait cycle [Singh et al., 2016].
There are several soft pneumatic devices that establish a mechanical connection between two bodies. A
common strategy used in soft robotic grippers is to apply normal contact forces on an object, which together
with friction forces institutes a connection. One approach takes the form of a soft continuum manipulator
that grips an object by undergoing bending as shown by [Giannaccini et al., 2014, Katzschmann et al.,
2015, McMahan et al., 2006, McMahan et al., 2005]. OctArm [McMahan et al., 2006] and [Katzschmann
et al., 2015] use pneumatic actuation in the form of extending McKibben actuators and pleated pneumatic
channels, respectively. On the other hand, [Giannaccini et al., 2014] uses cable driven gripping and Air-Octor
[McMahan et al., 2005] employs a combination of pneumatic and cable-driven actuation. These continuum
manipulators have a much larger size compared to the object being gripped, which makes them unsuitable
for orthotic applications. Another embodiment uses pneumatically-pressurized elastomeric chambers with
directional stiffness variation resulting in finger-like bending [Suzumori et al., 1992, Ilievski et al., 2011].
However, the area of contact between the gripper and the object is small, which limits the range of forces
that can be transferred. Another gripping concept uses vacuum induced granular jamming [Wall et al.,
2015], where first a soft bladder maximizes area of contact followed by a vacuum action that stiffens the
bladder by closely packing granules. While this concept is promising for prosthetic applications [Cheng
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Figure 4.2: Demonstration of spiral gripping in nature by (a) Elephant Trunk, (b) Grapevine tendril, and (c) Snake used as an
inspiration for the (d) spirally coiled FREE design for an orthosis for crutch users.
et al., 2016], the size of the bladder relative to the object to be grasped is large, which is disadvantageous
for low-profile wearable orthotic applications [Amend et al., 2016]. Otherlab Robotics (ROAM Robotics)
have used inflatable bladders to actuate human joints (https://otherlab.com/projects) [Sanan et al., 2014].
While this technology produces sufficient actuation forces/torques, it requires large volume changes leading
to significant bulging.
Approach
There are a number of instances in nature where structural contact between two objects is achieved when
one body spirally twines around the other thereby maximizing area of contact. For example, grapevine
tendrils (Figure 4.2b) grow spirally around a long and slender tree stem for increased structural support
[Silk, 1989]. Elephants (Figure 4.2a), snakes [Yamada et al., 2013] (Figure 3c) and cephalopods [Kier, 1985]
also demonstrate spiralling to capture preys. The key advantage of spiralling is that it generates a large area
of contact with relatively small volume of the objects. Furthermore, if the object to be interfaced with is
long and slender, spiralling distributes the normal forces evenly across the length of the object leading to a
safer connection. Here, a spirally coiled configuration of a FREE is used to establish an efficient connection
between the crutch and human forearm (Figure 4.2d).
We thus envisage an interface between the crutch and the forearm through a coiled FREE actuator
as shown in Figure 4.2d. When not pressurized, the FREE actuator is wound loosely around a relatively
stiff forearm splint. One end of the FREE is fixed to the crutch cuff and the other end to the end of the
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splint. When pressurized, the FREE contracts in length, which forces a change in the spiral coil’s radius.
This change is opposed by the splint, which then manifests as a constriction force on the forearm thereby
establishing a connection. The change in length of the FREE is dependent on pressure, thus making the
constriction force adaptable and controllable.
This chapter also presents a coupled model to analytically evaluate the constriction force of a coiled FREE
as a function of actuation pressure. While prior work has focused on modeling kinematics and kinetics of
straight FREEs [Singh et al., 2016], [Singh and Krishnan, 2017], the implications of pre-coiling and coupling
due to contact are studied here. In particular, we will focus on evaluating the forces generated by the FREE in
the deployed coiled configuration from fundamental equations that govern its force equilibrium. The coiled
blocked force values will be shown to be significantly lower than the forces predicted in straight FREEs.
This understanding underscores the importance of effectively modeling the environment and the interaction
forces in which the FREE is deployed. Section 4.1.2 presents equations to derive actuation forces both in
the straight and coiled configuration and relates them to the constriction forces in the sleeve. Section 4.1.3
presents experimental setups used to measure these forces. Section 4.1.4 discusses the experimental results
and compares them with both the original decoupled and modified coupled model. Section 4.1.5 details the
application of the coiled FREE to the crutch orthosis application of Figure 4.1, with biomechanical test
results. Section 4.1.6 presents discussions and conclusions.
4.1.2 Analytical Modeling
Our goal here is to model the effectiveness of the mechanical connection between two bodies, where one
body is a coiled FREE actuator as shown in Figure 4.3. In our consideration, the other body is a cylinder.
The mechanical connection is established by a constriction force fn, exerted by the FREE on the cylinder
normal to the cylinder’s radius, which together with friction leads to a resistance against axial pull-off as
shown in Figure 4.3. The constriction force is generated by the internal tensile force, which we assume to
be equivalent to the blocked force Fblocked. The blocked force is defined to be the tensile force experienced
by the pressurized FREE when its length is constrained to be equal to its undeformed length. There are
several models available to accurately estimate the blocked force in contracting FREEs as a function of
applied pressure, geometry and fiber orientations [Pillsbury et al., 2015, Ying Shan et al., 2009, Liu and
Rahn, 2003, Kothera et al., 2009, Chou and Hannaford, 1996]. However, these models consider the FREE
to be in its straight or uncoiled configuration. In this section, we first take a decoupled sequential approach,
where we model the blocked force in the FREE in the straight or uncoiled configuration [Kothera et al.,
2009], and use a simple string analogy to map it to the constriction force. Then, we compare this with the
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Figure 4.3: FREE coiled around a cylinder applying a constriction force that is directed normal from the FREE on to the
cylinder.
formulations of a coupled approach where the blocked force is derived again in the coiled configuration while
taking into account the interaction forces due to its contact with the cylinder.
Force Model of FREE in Straight Configuration
In this subsection, we present the expression of the axial force generated by a FREE when internally pressur-
ized, as derived by [Kothera et al., 2009]. We consider a FREE of length, l, inner radius, r, wall thickness, t,
and fibers wrapped at an angle α measured with respect to its logintudinal axis. Their corresponding values
in the undeformed configuration are l0, r0, t0, and α0 respectively. Axial force, F generated by the FREE
at an actuation pressure, P is given by
F = πPr2
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where Vb is the volume of the elastomer and ER is the Young’s modulus of the elastomeric tube. Blocked
force is defined as the axial force generated by the FREE when its length is constrained to be equal to its
undeformed length, i.e., l = l0. Thus, Eq. 4.1 simplifies to
F = πPr2
(













The above equation accounts for slight radial expansions even as the length is constrained. Radial expan-
sions may occur due to loose fiber windings and slight extensibility in the fiber length. Thus, this blocked
force is dependent on the material properties of the FREE through its Young’s Modulus ER. Assuming an
ideal case of fiber inextensibility of fibers and incompressibility of membrane, we get r = r0 and t = t0.
Substituting these relations in Eq. 4.2, we obtain blocked force as shown below
F = πPr2
(




The expression for blocked force in Eq. 4.3 is independent of the material properties.
String Model of Coiled FREE
In this sub-section, we relate the FREE blocked force to the constriction force generated when wrapped on
the cylinder. Here, we make an assumption that the FREE behaves like a string with negligible bending
stiffness making it possible to spirally coil around the cylinder with very little spring back force. Our FREEs
are composites made with thin latex elastomeric tube and cotton strings, and hence do not resist lateral
bending deformation even when pressurized. This construction enables treating the blocked force in the
pressurized FREE as an internal tensile force in a string. We consider a contracting FREE wrapped helically
with angle around a cylinder with both of its ends constrained to specific locations on the cylinder (Figure
4.4). Upon pneumatic actuation, the FREE tries to reduce in length, but due to its ends being fixed, it
generates a blocked force along its length given by Eqs. 4.2 or 4.3, which can now be considered as an internal
tension in the string. Due to this tension, the FREE applies a constriction force around the cylinder, which
is normal to the line of contact between the FREE and cylinder (Figure 4.3). Again, we use force balance
to relate the blocked force to the constriction force per unit length applied by the FREE on the cylinder.








where dx∗ and dψ are the projected FREE length and subtended angle along the cylinder circumference
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Figure 4.4: Free body diagram of a FREE wrapped helically around a cylinder.
respectively (Figure 4.4a-b), and Rcoil is the radius taken from the cylinder center to the center of the FREE,
and is given by
Rcoil = Rcyl + r0 + t0 (4.5)
where Rcyl is the radius of the cylinder around which the FREE is wrapped, r0 and t0 are the inner
radius and wall thickness of the undeformed FREE.
Now, we consider the free-body diagram of the projected section dz∗ of the helically coiled FREE (Figure
4.4c) along the circumference of the cylinder. The component of the axial tension in the y − z plane along
the circumference is Fblocked sinφ. Considering equilibrium of the forces along y direction yields




In the above equation it must be noted that the resultant of forces in the y direction is due to fn acting
on the entire length dz. Now considering a small angle assumption for dψ and substituting for dz in terms






The significance of the models presented in this section is that the constriction force fn is evaluated in
a sequential and decoupled fashion by substituting Eq. 4.2 or 4.3 for the blocked force in Eq. 4.7. Implicit
herein is the assumption that the blocked force from a FREE is independent of the constriction force. More
generally, the assumption implies that the FREE behavior is independent of the way it is deployed, and
independent of any external forces (such as fn) acting on it.
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Coupled Model
In this sub-section, we present a coupled model that factors external forces in the evaluation of the FREE’s
blocked force. These external forces could arise due to the configuration associated with the deployment of
the FREE – such as constriction force due to contact with the cylinder – and could potentially act on the
periphery and along the length of the FREE. We thus incorporate these forces in the fundamental mechanics
used to evaluate the blocked force. The blocked force is generated when fluidic pressure transforms into
tension in the fibers, which then manifests as a contracting force at the ends. External forces acting on the
periphery of the FREE counter the fluid pressure and thus influence the fiber tension. In this section, we
consider the constriction force fn derived above between the FREE and the cylinder as the external force.
We now apply the force balance equations on a small section of the curved FREE similar to the procedure
followed by [Kothera et al., 2009]. Due to the coiled shape of the FREE, we apply force equilibrium relations
for an elemental section of length (Figure 4.4a). The procedure involves further sectioning the elemental
FREE length into two halves along its cross section as shown in Figure 4.5a-b. It is seen that only the bottom
half section, which is in contact with the cylinder has the force per unit length, fn, acting on it. Here, the
equilibrium equations are applied along a coordinate system, whose x axis is at an angle φ (or z axis is at
an angle (90− φ)) with respect to the longitudinal axis of the FREE as shown in Figure 4.5a. If the FREE
wrapped circumferentially (with helix angle φ = 90o) along the cylinder, then the z axis would align exactly
along the axis of the FREE. We apply force balance in the y and z directions to both top and bottom half
to derive an expression for the axial force, F . In the straight configuration detailed earlier in this section,
the two half sections of FREE are identical in geometry and loading, so the axial force F was split into F/2
for both the sections. However, for the coiled configuration here, the loading is not symmetrical between
the two half sections, so we split the axial force F in terms of F1 acting on the top half and F2 acting on
the bottom half such that F = F1 + F2. Due to the coiled shape of the FREE, the projected components of
the axial force F1 sinφ and F2 sinφ acting on top and bottom half sections, respectively, will act at an angle
dψ/2 with respect to the z axis as seen in Figure 4.5c.














⇒ 2F1 + πr2P = T cosα+ σzArubber
(4.8)
where, we have used small angle approximation for dψ. Since equilibrium is considered about the z direction
of Figure 4.5c, all terms of Eq. 4.8 are multiplied with a factor. Similarly, the force balance along the y
direction gives
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Figure 4.5: Free body diagram of (a) top half and (b) bottom half section of FREE in the coiled shape, and (c) the orientation
of the axial component of the blocked force in the y − z plane.
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2Prdz = 2σctdz + 2
N
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Now, we apply force balance along the y and z directions for the bottom half section shown in Figure 4.5(b),














⇒ 2F2 + πr2P = T cosα+ σzArubber
(4.11)
Comparing Eqs. 4.8 and 4.11, we get the following relation
F1 + F2 = F/2 (4.12)
Therefore, we get identical equation for force balance in z direction for both top and bottom half sections,
which is given by
F + πr2P = T cosα+ σzArubber (4.13)



















which is identical to Eq. 4.10. Therefore, we get identical force balance equations for the top and bottom
halves of the coiled FREE. Solving Eqs. 4.13 and 4.15 gives the axial force as
F = πPr2
(
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The above equation gives the blocked force applied by the FREE with both ends fixed and coiled around
a cylinder. In the above equation, FBlocked is the blocked force as derived for the straight actuator shown
in Eq. 4.2, and Cf is the factor by which the coiled blocked force is reduced. A simple observation of Cf
shows that its value is less than unity. Equation 4.17 can be rewritten assuming no radial deformation by




2Rcoil + πr cot








where the scaling factor Cf is applied on Eq. 4.3.
4.1.3 Experimental Procedure
In this section, we experimentally validate and compare between the two models proposed in Section
4.1.2. Specifically, we will measure the blocked force in both straight (FBlocked) and coiled configurations
(Fcoil−Blocked) and also the normal constriction force per unit length (fn) applied by the FREE on the cylin-
der. We fabricated two sets of FREE actuators with fiber angles 330 and 27.50, respectively, for conducting
experiments. The FREEs are made of a hollow cylindrical tube of latex elastomer with cotton fibers wrapped
on its outer surface. The fibers are bonded to the latex tube using rubber cement and a coat of liquid latex
is applied on the tube for embedding the fibers to create a composite matrix. For more details on the man-
ufacturing process, refer [Singh and Krishnan, 2017]. All other geometrical features of the two FREEs were
made similar, and their values are given in Table 4.1 under FREE properties. Maximum operating pressure
for both the FREEs is 0.35 MPa.
The setup used to measure the straight blocked force (Figure 4.6a) constrained the free end of the
FREE from movement using a load cell (LRF FSH00264, Futek, Irvine, CA). The second setup (Figure
4.6b) was used to measure the blocked force when the FREE was coiled around a cylinder using load cell
1 and constriction force on the cylinder using load cell 2 (LCM300, Futek, Irvine, CA) . The cylinder was
a 3D printed shell with outer diameter of 85 mm and height of 100 mm. The radius, wall thickness and
other parameters were the same. The parameters for coiled experiments are shown in Table 4.1 under coil
properties.
Constriction force was measured indirectly by making the cylinder into two identical halves and placing
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Table 4.1: Properties of FREE actuators used for experiments.
FREE Properties Values
Length l0 410 mm
Inner radius r0 4.76 mm
Wall thickness t0 1.59 mm
Coil Properties
Radius of cylinder Rcyl 42.5 mm
Helical wrap angle φ 78.5o
Number of turns made by FREE around cylinder 1
the load cell in between as shown in Figure 4.6(b). The load cell measured the force required to maintain a
small gap between the two halves while the coiled actuator was constricting around its outer surface. Force
measured by the load cell Fy was in the y-direction as shown in the Figure 4.7. The relation between the
readout of load cell 2 and the constriction force per unit length fn is given below.
From the free body diagram of one half of the cylinder shown in Figure 4.7, we equate Fy to the integral


















In Eq. 4.20, we are integrating from 0 to π radians because in our setup, the FREE made one turn
around the whole cylinder, therefore it made a half turn around the half section considered in Figure 4.7.
The experimental results are compiled in the next section.
4.1.4 Results and Discussion of Coiled FREE Modeling and Experiments
Results
In this section, we compare the performance (blocked force and constriction force) of the straight and coiled
FREE actuator using the analytical formulation elaborated in Section 4.1.2 and experimental method laid
out in Section 4.1.3. For both fiber angles, the analytically evaluated straight blocked force using Eq. 4.3
closely agrees with experimental values (blue solid lines in Figure 4.8). The experimental values are lower
by up to 20% at initial pressures, but increase at a faster rate than the analytical estimate as seen by the
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Figure 4.6: Experimental setup to measure (a) blocked force in straight configuration and (b) blocked force in coiled configuration
and constriction force.
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Figure 4.7: Free body diagram of coiled FREE wrapped around a cylindrical shell.
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slope of the curves in Figure 4.8 a-b. The coiled blocked force measured using the setup of Figure 4.6(b)
(purple dashed lines in Figure 4.8a-b) deviate considerably by around 45% from the straight blocked force
evaluation of Eq. 4.3. However, these experimental values better match the analytical coiled blocked force
evaluated using Eq. 4.18 as seen in Figure 4.8a-b (yellow dashed lines). The relevant values in Table 4.1
were used to evaluate the coiled blocked force in Eq. 4.18.
While the analytical values increase linearly with pressure, the experimental values from Figure 4.8 exhibit
an initial nonlinear dip with experimental results lower by up to 20% followed by a larger rate of increase.
We propose that this behavior can be explained by small radial deformation in the FREE as it is being
pressurized which has been explored by [Kothera et al., 2009, Davis et al., 2003]. This would occur when the
fibers are initially slack and tighten when pressurized by extending slightly causing radial expansion. This
phase causes a nonlinear dip in the blocked force. Once taut, the fibers are inextensible and the blocked
force increases linearly with pressure, albeit with a large rate of increase. Analytical treatment of the FREE
blocked forces under such conditions is captured in Eqs. 4.2 and 4.17 of Section 4.1.2. Here, the radial
bulging increases the FREE radius r > ro, making the second term in Eq. 4.2 negative. This implies that
a minimum pressure (known as the offset pressure in [Hocking and Wereley, 2013]) is required to obtain a
positive blocked force. The offset pressure is dependent on the Young’s modulus, ER, and seeks to offset
the analytical curve to the right in Figure 4.9a-b. Furthermore the bulge in radius r > ro leads to a larger
rate of increase at higher pressures. To successfully implement this material deformation model, we require
estimating two parameters, namely deformed radius r and the Young’s Modulus ER, both of which depend
on the FREE manufacturing process. We will estimate these values for the 33o FREE, and apply them to
the 27.5o FREE assuming that they were manufactured similarly. The deformed radius r was chosen by trial
and error to match the rate of increase (slope of the experimental blocked force vs. pressure shown as brown
thick lines in Figure 4.8) at higher pressures and was found to be r = 1.07ro. Then the value of the Young’s
Modulus ER was estimated to offset the analysis curve according to Eq. 4.2 and match values of the blocked
force at pressures greater than 0.05MPa, which led to a value of ER = 0.8MPa. These values yielded a
near perfect fit for the 33o actuator with errors less than 1% for larger pressures (shown as blue solid lines
for straight blocked force and yellow dashed lines for the coiled blocked force in Figure 4.9). These values
when applied to the 27.5o FREE yields a maximum error of 5% as shown in Figure 4.9(b), which is still an
improvement over Figure 4.8(b). More importantly, it is seen from Figure 4.9(a-b) that the coiled blocked
force (dashed lines) matches better with the experimental results than in Figure 4.8(a-b).
Next, we compare the normal constriction force per unit length (fn) generated by the FREE in the coiled
configuration. The analytical evaluation of the constriction force given by Eq. 4.7 uses the estimate of the
blocked force. We will use three different estimates of blocked force for comparison namely (a) straight
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Figure 4.8: Blocked force and coiled force vs. pressure for FREE with fiber angle (a) 33o and (b) 27.5o considering no material
deformation and using Eqs. (3) for the straight FREE and (18) for the coiled FREE actuators.
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Figure 4.9: Blocked force and coiled force vs. pressure for FREE with fiber angle (a) 33o and (b) 27.5o considering material
deformation.
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Table 4.2: Summary of the maximum error between analysis and experiments.
Quantity to be compared in terms of maxi-
mum error (in percentage) between analyti-
cal and experimental values at 0.05 MPa or
higher
FREE with α = 33o FREE with α = 27.5o
Straight blocked force (with no assumed material de-
formation, Figure 9)
5% 20%
Straight blocked force (with material deformation,
Figure 10)
1% 5%
Coiled blocked force (with no assumed material de-
formation, Figure 9)
12% 11%
Coiled blocked force (with material deformation, Fig-
ure 10)
5% 7%
Constriction force (considering coiled blocked force
with no assumed material deformation, Figure 11)
9% 9%
Constriction force (considering coiled blocked force
with material deformation, Figure 11)
13% 12%
Constriction force (considering straight blocked
force)
46% 70%
blocked force given by Eq. 4.3, (b) coiled blocked force with no material deformation given by Eq. 4.18,
and (c) coiled blocked force with material deformation given by Eq. 4.17. These forces, along with the
experimental constriction force from Section 4.1.3 Eq. 4.20, are plotted in Figure 4.10a-b for the two FREE
actuators. It is seen that the constriction force evaluated from the straight blocked force of Eq. 4.3 (thick
yellow dashed lines in Figure 4.10a-b) was higher than the experimental measurements (solid purple lines
with error bars in Figure 4.10a-b) by up to 70% at higher pressures. On the other hand, the constriction
force evaluated using the coiled blocked force with no material deformation of Eq. 4.18 (solid blue lines in
Figure 4.10a-b) deviated by less than from the experimental values. Inclusion of material deformation using
Eq. 4.17 (plotted as red dashed line in Figure 4.10a-b) increased the error to up to 13% at higher pressures.
The results from Figure 4.8 - Figure 4.10 are summarized in Table 4.2.
Discussion of Blocked and Constriction Force Analyses
The comparison between analytical and experimental values for the blocked force and constriction force from
Figure 4.8-Figure 4.9 indicate that the blocked force measured and evaluated in the coiled configuration is
lower than the blocked force in the straight configuration. Furthermore the analytical coiled blocked force
evaluated using Eq. 4.18 with its scaling factor Cf accurately captures the attenuation in blocked force. Thus
the consideration of external or peripheral forces in the evaluation of the blocked force as in Section 4.1.2 may
be important in the coiled configuration. The small differences between experimental and analytical estimates
of the coiled blocked force were corrected by considering the material deformation model of Eq. 4.17. The
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Figure 4.10: Analytical and experimental normal constriction force per unit length exerted by the FREE on the cylinder as a
function of pressure for (a) 33o and (b) 27.5o fiber angles.
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importance of considering the coiled blocked forces is underscored in the evaluation and measurement of the
normal constriction forces per unit length in Figure 4.10a-b, where using the straight blocked force resulted
in an error of up to 70%. An important observation here is that the experimental constriction force (purple
line in Figure 4.10a-b) is lower than the analytical estimates using the coiled blocked force (blue line in Figure
4.10a-b). Furthermore, this error was not correctable by considering the material deformation in the FREE
(dashed red line in Figure 4.10a-b). The cause of the discrepancy may be because of small static friction that
accumulates through the FREE length, errors in the constriction force measurement, or additional slackness
of the FREE when coiling around the cylinder. To summarize, based on the above observations, we propose
the expression for the blocked force from a coiled FREE that assumes no radial deformation, Fcoil−Blocked,
using Eq. 4.18 to be used in an analytical model for predicting the normal constriction force of the coiled
FREE, fn using Eq. 4.7.
We make a closer observation regarding the error that resulted from using predicted straight blocked
force (Eq. 4.3) in calculating the normal constriction force fn (Eq. 4.7), i.e. the error between the dashed
yellow line and thick purple line in Figure 4.10a-b. For the 33o FREE, this error is 46%, while for the 27.5o
FREE the error increases to 70%. This observation can be explained by the coiled blocked force reduction










2 α sin2 φ
(4.21)
This factor is dependent on the fiber angle of the FREE through the cot2 α term in the denominator. The
equation implies that as α decreases, the Cf factor decreases leading to a larger difference between straight
and coiled blocked force. This explains the larger error for the 27.5o FREE compared to the 33o FREE. In
an extreme case, when α = 0o, or when the fibers are aligned axially, the factor Cf = 0, which implies a
complete attenuation of the blocked force. Under this condition, the fibers are straight and taught, and any
transverse force acting on the FREE will slacken it and thus result in complete attenuation.
Design Space Exploration
With the proposed coupled analytical model of the coiled FREE configuration (blocked force from Eq. 4.18,
and constriction force from Eq.4.7) verified from experiments, it could then be used for design. The coupled
model exhibits unique trade-offs, which are required to be understood for optimal design of the coiled FREE






















Figure 4.11 plots the above quantity (solid lines) as a function of fiber angle α and the ratio of the FREE
radius r0 to the coil radius Rcoil. In general, the non-demensionalized coiled blocked force increased with
decrease in α and increase in the FREE radius, r0. Similarly, the straight blocked force from Eq. 4.3 also
increased with decrease in α and an increase in FREE radius. The straight blocked force is plotted as dashed
lines in Figure 4.11. However, the coiled and straight blocked forces differ in the nature of this variation.
The straight blocked force increased almost exponentially with reduction in α, while the coiled blocked is
capped in an asymptotic fashion. A similar behavior is observed with respect to r0/Rcoil. In summary,
increasing the FREE radius and decreasing its fiber angle does not lead to a drastic increase in the coiled
blocked force as is predicted for the straight blocked force. Another term of note is that the coiled blocked
force is dependent on the helix angle of the coiled FREE φ. Maximum reduction in the coiled blocked force
is observed when φ = 90o, which signifies a circular wrap. Furthermore, φ = 0o signifies no wrap (or a
straight FREE) and thus no corresponding reduction in blocked force. In the next section, we investigate
the usefulness of the coiled FREE mechanism for a crutch orthosis application.
4.1.5 Application in a Soft Arm Orthosis for Lofstrand Crutch Users
A physical embodiment of the soft arm orthosis as an add-on device for Lofstrand crutch attached at the
crutch cuff is shown in Figure 4.12 [Singh et al., 2016], [Xiao et al., 2016, Xiao et al., 2017b, Hsiao-Wecksler
et al., 2017]. The design used a contracting FREE coiled around a pair of hinged splints and cushion pads
attached to the crutch cuff, with both ends of the FREE fixed on the splints as shown in Figure 4.12. The
coiled FREE forms an interface for load transfer from the crutch to the forearm, thereby alleviating loads
in the palm and wrist. In this section, we present a brief overview of the orthosis design [Singh et al., 2016],
[Xiao et al., 2016] and provide preliminary biomechanical evidence of load transfer [Xiao et al., 2017b]. The
aim of the section is to illustrate an effective example of this coiled FREE mechanism.
Design and Evaluation of Pneumatic Sleeve Orthosis
We aim to apply a comfortable constriction pressure to support the user’s forearm upon the actuation of the
orthosis. The crutch user first inserts the forearm into the orthosis and then holds the crutch handle when
the wrist is at a neutral position as shown in Figure 4.12a. When pressurized, the coiled FREE constricts the
forearm and restricts forearm movement distally. Such constriction force generates a static friction force that
limits wrist extension movement, and transfers loads from wrist to the forearm. To achieve these features
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Figure 4.11: Variation of the non-dimensionalized coiled blocked force as a function of fiber angle and FREE to cylinder radii
ratio. The solid lines plot the coiled blocked force from Eq. 4.22 and the dashed lines plot the straight blocked force from
Eq.4.3.
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Figure 4.12: Design of the pneumatic sleeve orthosis.
and ensure a comfortable user experience, the splints and cushions were specifically designed to bear load in
the longitudinal direction and redistribute the constriction pressure applied by the coiled FREE along the
forearm (Figure 4.12).
To actuate the FREE, we have incorporated a pneumatic energy harvesting system into each crutch,
which is composed of a crutch tip spring-loaded piston pump, a pneumatic elastomeric accumulator and a
pneumatic circuit. More details of the system design can be found in [Xiao et al., 2017a]. In every crutch
strike, the pump is compressed against the ground, charging the air into the FREE. The FREE is able to
generate a comfortable constriction pressure around user’s forearm in 20-30 crutch gait cycles. Once the
FREE reached a desired state, additional air would then be stored in the accumulator. We would like to
point out that the FREE used in this orthosis has a small operating volume due to its shape, which allows
us to use a small pump incorporated in the crutch to actuate the sleeve. In addition, the weight of all the
added components (orthosis, piston pump, accumulator and pneumatic circuit) is 460 g and the weight of a
single stock crutch is 1156 g. Therefore, weight of the crutch with the added orthosis and the accompanying
energy harvesting system is 1616 g, i.e., the orthosis and the energy harvesting system add about 40% extra
weight to the crutch.
Biomechanical studies were conducted in the Mobility Lab at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
to evaluate the effectiveness of the pneumatic sleeve orthosis [Xiao et al., 2017b]. Institutional Review
Board approvals and informed consent were obtained. Eleven healthy subjects (5M, 18-32yrs, average height
171.6 cm, average weight 67.4kg) were tested. A motion capture system (T-series, Vicon, Oxford, UK),
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Figure 4.13: (a) Instrumented Lofstrand crutches with two load cells bilaterally, (b) Novel S2129 sensor for palmar pressure
data collection, (c) Novel S2011 sensor for forearm pressure data collection.
custom instrumented crutches embedded with load cells (Figure 4.13a), pressure mat (S2129, Novel Inc.,
Germany) (Figure 4.13b) and low pressure sensors (S2011, Novel Inc., Germany) (Figure 4.13c) were used to
measure wrist kinematics, crutch forces, palmar pressures and forearm pressures, respectively, using protocols
described in [Xiao et al., 2017b]. Mean peak wrist extension and wrist flexion-extension range of motion
(ROM), peak forces in the crutch cuff and shaft (normalized by body weight) on the dominant side, palmar
and sleeve pressure data were calculated and analyzed using MATLAB. A repeated measures MANOVA
was run to assess the effect of orthosis use (SPSS v23). Follow-up univariate ANOVAs were examined for
significant parameters. Significance level was set at α = 0.05.
This analysis identified significant effects of the pneumatic orthosis use during swing-through gait of
healthy participants (Table 4.3). Kinematic results indicated a significant reduction in peak wrist extension
angle (-7.84%, p=0.005) and wrist flexion-extension ROM (-35.50%, p=0.001) when using the orthosis. The
mean wrist extension angle was lower during the body swing phase of the gait cycle, when the wrist was
maximally loaded. Normalized peak cuff force was significantly higher with orthosis use (p < 0.001), while
there was no significant difference in forces recorded in the shaft (p=0.7). These results indicate up to 10.3%
transfer of forces to the crutch cuff with the use of the orthosis. Without the orthosis, all of these forces
would have instead gone through the wrist and palm to the handle. The normalized peak palm pressure was
also reduced significantly by 7.5% (p=0.023), thus validating the reduction of load in the palm and wrist
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With 0.42 ± 0.10 4.13 ± 0.20 3.82 ± 1.22 46.10 ± 9.70 11.41 ± 4.86
Without 0.14 ± 0.07 4.10 ± 0.35 4.13 ± 1.29 50.02 ± 9.84 17.69 ± 5.12
area. Maximum overall forearm pressures in the sleeve remained under 3.99 kPa (30 mm Hg) when the user
was not loaded on the crutch. (Sustained constriction pressures above 3.99 kPa (30 mm Hg) can cause blood
flow restriction when using for an extended period of time [Daly et al., 1976].)
Discussion of Sleeve Orthosis Application
The pneumatic sleeve orthosis composed of a coiled FREE improved wrist posture and shared load between
the wrist and forearm. Subjects using the pneumatic sleeve orthosis demonstrated a significantly decreased
peak wrist extension angle, as well as significantly reduced wrist extension-flexion range of motion. Both
indicated an improved wrist posture closer to the neutral position. The significantly lower peak palmar
pressure, along with a significantly increased force in the cuff load cell, suggested that the orthosis is capable
of transferring forces from the wrist and palm to the forearm.
In this case, we have demonstrated an effective application of the coiled FREE in establishing a mechanical
connection between two bodies: crutch cuff and human forearm, generating constriction force, sharing load
and safely interacting with the human user.
4.1.6 Conclusions
A coiled Fiber Reinforced Elastomeric Enclosure (FREE) mechanism design, which acts as a soft pneumatic
mechanical interface between two bodies is presented. This design was inspired by the spiral shapes observed
in nature such as an elephant trunk, snake, and grapevine tendril where such a design provides structural
support and uniform force distribution. We present detailed analysis equations to model the behavior of this
arrangement and validate the models with experiments. Its usefulness is demonstrated in a crutch orthosis
application, where the coiled FREE acts as an interface between the crutch and the human arm, through
which load transfer can take place. We further summarize the findings and its broader implications.
One of the most important findings presented here is the importance of external or interacting forces in
estimating the blocked force of contracting FREEs. Blocked force is an important specification of FREEs
especially when used as actuators. In the present embodiment of coiled FREE mechanism, the actuator
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experienced a uniform constriction force along its length, which diminished its inherent blocked force. FREEs
are currently reaching commercial maturity with companies such as FESTO (www.festo.com) and Shadow
(www.shadowrobots.com) offering off-the-shelf actuators with precalibrated specifications. The current work
will inform designers to factor external interacting forces in the deployed configuration and appropriately
scale the design parameters.
The second most important contribution is in demonstrating the ability of the coiled FREE configura-
tion as a load-bearing interface in an orthosis application. The FREE, whose ends were fixed to the orthosis
splints, applied a constriction force on the upper forearm. We have shown, through preliminary subject test-
ing, that this design reduced the wrist extension angle and peak palm pressure, thus successfully transferring
loads from the Lofstrand crutch handle to the crutch cuff. This promising device may ultimately decrease
the risk of wrist strain and carpal tunnel syndrome for long-term Lofstrand crutch users.
For future work, we will extend our modelling of coiled FREE to get a more accurate estimation of
the constriction forces being applied. Our current work assumes the cylinder around which the FREE is
coiled to be perfectly rigid and also have a constant diameter. In the sleeve orthosis application, FREE coils
around the forearm which has a variable diameter and compliance. Therefore, including the compliance and
non-cylindrical geometry of the forearm would give a more realistic estimation of the underlying mechanics.
4.2 Pipe Climbing Soft Robot
The development of pipe-climbing robots has gained a significant interest in the recent years because of
their applications in the areas of inspection and maintenance of complex environments such as nuclear power
plants [Briones et al., 1994], high rise buildings, civil infrastructure [Pack et al., 1997], oil and gas pipelines
[Roh and Choi, 2005], trees [Megalingam et al., 2017] and ship building industries [Chu et al., 2010, Brusell
et al., 2016]. Most of the climbing robots in the industry are made of rigid components and are classified
based on their locomotion and adhesion. A detailed review on this classification for climbing robots is given
in the references [Chu et al., 2010, Brusell et al., 2016]. Traditionally pipe-climbing robots in literature are
made of rigid components with finite degrees of freedom that can accomplish a wide range of tasks. Soft
robots being made of flexible and compliant components can easily conform to different shapes. In case of
pipe-climbing robots, this gives them the advantage of being able to grasp and move along pipes of varying
dimensions and also structures with irregular shape and rough outer surface such as trees. Soft robots that
can traverse the inside of a pipe or tube have been developed by [Verma et al., 2018], [Calderón et al., 2016]
and [Adams et al., 2018]. All three of these robots achieve locomotion inside pipes through peristaltic or
inchworm type motion and also use radially expanding elements to anchor or grasp the pipe from inside.
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Using such in-pipe robots is not feasible in situations such as a pipe carrying corrosive fluids or blockage
of pipe due to a buildup of debris [Jones, 1978]. In addition, climbing on natural structures such as trees
require external climbing/crawling. Therefore, a soft external pipe-climbing robot is presented here.
Here, we present the design and testing of a pipe-climbing robot that is made entirely of soft actuators
as shown in Figure 4.14. This robot is the first completely soft external pipe-climbing robot to the best
of our knowledge. It uses an inchworm type motion for locomotion, which is similar to that of soft in-pipe
robots available in literature [Verma et al., 2018, Adams et al., 2018]. The novelty of the design however, is
in the use of bending elements shown in Figure 4.14 that can grasp pipes of varying dimension depending
on the actuation pressure. The advantages of this soft robot are: (a) it is lightweight compared to its rigid
counterparts which are bulky, (b) the actuator also serves as a structural component, which reduces the
total number of parts thereby increasing the reliability unlike rigid robots which have many components, (c)
conformable to changes in the environment, whereas rigid robots are designed for a particular environment
and have to be redesigned if there is any change in the environment, (d) it is robust and can withstand high
impacts with minimal to no damage, (e) it is safe to be used around humans because of its flexibility and
finally, (f) it is inexpensive. One conceivable limitation is that the robot is required to be tethered to an
external pneumatic source.
4.2.1 Design
In this section, we describe the design of the robot including details of the actuators used in the robot and
also its operating principle.
In our design, we have used two types of FREEs namely the extending and bending ones. The extending
FREEs have two sets of fibers wrapped at equal and opposite angles (α = −β) to each other as shown in
Figure 4.15(a). If the fiber angles are such that α = −β > 54.7o, then the FREE increases in length upon
actuation. Bending FREEs have the same two sets of fibers with α = −β > 54.7o as the extending ones,
but in addition there is an extra straight fiber along its length as shown in Figure 4.15(b). This fiber acts as
a strain limiting element and prevents the extension of FREE along the fiber’s length, which results in the
bending of FREE such that this straight fiber is on the inside of the bend.
Figure 4.14 shows the design of the robot. The robot body can be divided into three distinct segments,
namely the front limbs, rear limbs, and the torso. Front and rear limbs are for grasping the tube on which
the robot is climbing, therefore we have used bending actuators for these two sections. We have used two
sets of bending actuator on both the left and right sides of each limb to increase the grasping force by having
a larger surface area of contact. The torso provides the forward motion as well as turning motion. This part
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Figure 4.14: Design of the robot with types of actuators used and their layout.
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Figure 4.15: (a) Extending FREE with equal and opposite fiber angle resulting in increase in length upon pressurization. (b)
Bending FREE with an additional straight fiber resulting in a bending motion upon pressurization.
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Small 3.2 mm 1.6 mm 95 mm 60 mm
Medium 6.35 mm 1.7 mm 120 mm 85 mm
Large 9.5 mm 1.6 mm 150 mm 95 mm
of the robot consists of four extending type actuators as shown in Figure 4.14. Actuating all four of them
provides forward motion whereas selectively actuating one or more of them generates bending that can be
used for turning and maneuverability. Using four extending actuators for the torso also helps in increasing
the rigidity of the body and at the same time it allows the robot to bend in any direction. This allows the
robot to maneuver around any bends or angles that are present in the pipe or cylinder it is crawling on.
By inflating and deflating the two sets of limbs and torso in a specific sequence, the robot can generate
forward motion along the pipe. This specific sequence involves six steps as shown in Figure 4.16, which are
listed below:
1. Pressurizing the rear limbs to grasp the pipe and hold the rear end of the robot in place.
2. Pressurizing the torso to move the front of robot upward on the pipe.
3. Pressurizing the front limb to make it grasp the pipe and hold the front end of robot in place.
4. Depressurizing the rear limbs to release its grasp.
5. Depressurizing the torso to move the rear end of robot up.
6. Pressurizing the rear limbs for grasping the pipe and holding the rear end of robot in place.
Next, we show the sequence of steps involved in climbing a vertical pipe with a bend. Again, one complete
gait cycle with the sequence of pressurization and depressurization is shown in Figure 4.17.
To test the effectiveness of the robot’s design and also to see the scalability of this design, we fabricated
three robot prototypes of different sizes as shown in Figure 4.18. We are going to refer to the three prototypes
as small, medium, and large prototypes going left to right in Figure 4.18, respectively. The dimensions of the
actuators used in these three prototypes are shown in Table 4.4. In each prototype, the length of bending
and extending actuators are different but they have the same diameter and wall thickness.
Another feature of the robot is the use of custom made connectors that have been made using additive
manufacturing. The use of off the shelf pneumatic connectors make the robot very bulky and heavy. Also,
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Figure 4.16: Steps involved in one gait cycle of the robot climbing a vertical pipe along with the variation of pressure in the
three sections of robot corresponding to each step.
Figure 4.17: One gait cycle of the robot while climbing a pipe with a bend.
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Figure 4.18: Three robot prototypes of different sizes.
we wanted to have as few components as possible, so we have 3D printed compact connectors that have the
pneumatic channels built in them for all the actuators used in the robot.
4.2.2 Controls
For controlling the robot, we have used the Fluidic control board from Soft Robotics Toolkit [Holland et al.,
2014]. The robot is controlled by using an open loop control, which pressurizes each section in turn as
shown in Figure 4.16. The input pressure is provided by an air compressor, which is connected to a pressure
regulator and then to solenoid valves. The desired pressure is set based on the amount of bending and
extension required for the given pipe. An Arduino Mega micro-controller board is used to control the output
pressure to the robot by controlling the signal to the solenoid valves via PWM (pulse-width modulation). The
pressure sensor data is also collected by the micro-controller board to analyze the dynamic characteristics of
the robot.
4.2.3 Experiments and Results
In this section, we perform a series of experiments on individual actuators as well as the assembled robot
prototypes. These experiments are conducted to characterize both the actuators and robot prototypes,
thereby estimating the performance capabilities of the robot and also to obtain design insights that can help
us improve future iterations of the design.
By performing static tests on extending actuators, we quantify the extension that it generates at different
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pressures. This allows us to choose the actuation pressure that generates the desired extension, which
translates to how much forward motion the robot can have in one full step of its gait cycle. Similarly for the
bending actuators, we measure the bend diameter at different pressure. Again, this helps us in choosing the
actuation pressure that results in successful grasping of a pipe of given diameter. It also gives us an idea of
the range of pipe diameters that the robot can grasp and climb for the given prototype.
Across the three prototypes, we have three sets of extending and bending actuators. The fiber angles in
both extending and bending actuators are the same and is equal to ±80o. There is an extra straight fiber
in the bending actuators that acts as a strain limiting element along its length and generates the bending
motion. For the extending actuators, we applied a range of input pressures and measured the resulting
length of the actuator. Results of this experiment is shown in Figure 4.19. Similarly, we measured the radius
of curvature of the bending actuators at different actuation pressures with the results shown in Figure 4.20.
We can see from Figure 4.19 that the large FREE generates the maximum extension and at the same time
at a lower pressure range as compared to other two actuators. For the bending case, we can see that the
bend diameter range is similar across the three actuator sizes but again larger the actuator size, lower is the
pressure for the same bend diameter. It should be pointed out that this poses a design trade-off because
larger the actuator, lower is the pressure required for same deformation but it also requires a larger volume
to be actuated.
We have also compared these experimental results with a static model of FREE deformation [Singh and
Krishnan, 2015, Singh and Krishnan, 2017]. This model poses the deformation of FREE under given applied
pressure and force as a volume maximization problem subject to physical constraints due to the fibers and
elastomers. For a given geometry of the FREE (length, diameter, wall thickness, and fiber angles) and
material property of elastomer (Neo-Hookean model with C1 = 0.1MPa), the model evaluates the deformed
FREE shape at any given applied pressure. We have used this model to compare both extension and radius
of curvature of extending and bending actuators, respectively. As shown in Figure 4.19 and 4.20, the model
matches well for both extending and bending actuators. Therefore, this model can be used for designing
a robot for given specifications. For instance, if we have to design a robot that can climb a pipe of given
diameter and we have a range of operating pressure and desired speed of climbing, then we can use the
model to design bending actuator that matches the pipe diameter for given pressure range and also design
the extending actuators that have the desired extension.
Next, we performed dynamic testing on the extending actuators by applying pressure as square waves of
different frequencies ranging from 0.5 Hz to 1.25 Hz in steps of 0.25 Hz. We measured the actual pressure
inside the actuator using pressure sensors and the resulting length of actuators using a camera. Figure
4.21 shows the pressure tracking for medium FREE at different frequencies. Large and small FREEs had a
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Figure 4.19: Extension in length as a function of applied pressure.
Figure 4.20: Bend diameter as a function of applied pressure.
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Figure 4.21: Pressure tracking for medium FREE at different frequencies.
similar pressure tracking. In Figure 4.21, we can see that the pressure does not go all the way down to zero at
frequencies 0.75 Hz and higher. This in turn reduces the amount of effective extension that the actuator can
generate. This is shown in Figure 4.22, where there is a reduction in the extension per unit length that the
actuator generates per square wave with an increase in the frequency. This implies increasing the frequency
beyond 0.5 Hz would result in reduction of the amount of extension and bending that the actuators can
generate per cycle.
Next, we evaluate the performance of robot through testing. First, we test maneuvering abilities of the
body of the robot by measuring the bend angles it can produce as a function of applied pressure. As shown in
Figure 4.23, by selectively actuating one of the four extending actuator forming the body of the robot, we can
get bending in four directions. It should be pointed out that by combining these four extending actuators,
we can get bending in any direction in the plane perpendicular to the axis of the extending actuators.
Next, we measure the speed of motion of robot on a cylinder. We measured the robot’s speed on cylinders
placed horizontally, vertically and also at different angles in between them. We used a cylinder of diameter 60
mm for the small prototype and 85 mm for both the medium and large prototypes. For an effective grasping,
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Figure 4.22: Effective extension per unit length of actuator vs. Frequency for the three actuator sizes.
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Figure 4.23: Bending angle as a function of applied pressure.
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Table 4.5: Speed of Motion of Robot.
Prototype Horizontal 35o 45o 75o Vertical
Small 1.3 mm/s 0.42 mm/s N/A N/A N/A
Medium 4.2 mm/s - 4.2 mm/s 3.8 mm/s N/A
Large 2.3 mm/s - 2.2 mm/s 2.2 mm/s 2.1 mm/s
the bending diameter should be smaller than the diameter of the cylinder. We used the static testing plot in
Figure 4.20 to choose the actuation pressure such that for the small actuator, bending diameter is smaller
than 60 mm and for medium and large, it is smaller than 85 mm to ensure a successful grasping of the pipe.
We chose the actuation pressures to be 0.17 MPa, 0.27 MPa, and 0.35 MPa for the small, medium, and large
prototypes, respectively. We kept the same actuation pressures for the extending section as well, which gives
us 18 mm, 30 mm, and 50 mm of extension per step for the small, medium, and large prototypes, respectively
according to Figure 4.19. Also, for maximum effective extension per step, we used the operating frequency
of 0.5 Hz according to Figure 4.22. This translates to 1 second per pressurization or depressurization step,
which for our six step gait cycle shown in Figure 4.16 corresponds to a time period of 6 seconds per gait cycle.
The speeds of the robot for the three prototypes at 0.5 Hz are shown in Table 4.5. The small prototype
could provide a stable and consistent motion only on a cylinder inclined at 35o or less because it could
not grasp the cylinder with enough force to support its self weight. Medium prototype could successfully
traverse cylinder inclined up to 75o but not on a vertical cylinder. For the vertical case, the torso of this
prototype bent slightly away from the cylinder, which prevented it from a successful grasp. This can be
fixed by increasing the rigidity of the robot’s torso or having a small forward bend to counteract the bending
away from the cylinder. The large prototype could successfully move on cylinder kept at all angles. Speed of
motion reduces with an increase in inclination of cylinder for all three prototypes. This is due to the robot’s
self weight acting against the direction of motion, thereby reducing the step length for each gait cycle. Also,
for the horizontal case, the speed is lower in all three prototypes as compared to estimated speed based on
the extension from static experiment shown in Figure 4.19. This is primarily due to two reasons, first being
the frictional force acting against the direction of motion and second due to reduction in extension due to
dynamic characteristics of FREE.
Next, we varied the frequency of actuation for the medium prototype for two different cases, horizontal
pipe and pipe inclined at 75o to study the variation of robot’s speed with frequency of actuation. As
mentioned before, increasing frequency reduces the effective extension for the torso per gait cycle but it also
reduces the time period of each gait cycle, thereby presenting a trade-off. The results as shown in Figure
4.24, show that for the horizontal case, increasing frequency up to 1.5 Hz increases the speed but it starts
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Figure 4.24: Speed of Medium prototype as a function of actuation frequency for two different cases.
reducing for higher frequencies. On the other hand, for 75o case, the speed drops beyond 0.75 Hz and goes
to zero at 1.5 Hz and above. This is because for the inclined case, grasping and extension steps cannot
overlap or they will lead to the robot not being able to grasp the pipe and thereby slipping down the pipe.
In comparison, for the horizontal case, the robot will move forward even without fully grasping the pipe
because there is no self-weight acting against its direction of motion. This shows that the optimal frequency
of actuation depends on the inclination of the pipe.
4.2.4 Summary and Discussion
Here, a novel design of a soft pipe-climbing robot that can traverse along the external surface of a pipe is
presented. This robot has three sections, two of which are made of bending actuators and the third one of
extending actuators. The two bending sections can be considered to be the front and rear limbs of the robot
that allow it to grasp pipes of different diameter. The third section made of extending actuators provides the
forward motion as well as turning by selectively actuating one of the four extending actuators. By actuating
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these three sections in a specific order, the robot can generate motion along the surface of a pipe. Three
prototypes of this design are shown that are of different sizes showing that the design is scalable. Also,
the only difference between these prototypes is the actuator and connector sizes. Control hardware and
algorithm stays the same across the prototypes.
The preliminary investigation on the soft external pipe climbing/crawling robot revealed interesting
design trade-offs that can be exploited in a future study. The performance of the robot characterized by
its crawling speed, robustness and energy consumption are intricately dependent on three parameters: (a)
step size, (b) actuation frequency, and (c) robustness of the grasp. We conducted static experiments to
characterize the actuators used in the robot and estimate the diameter of pipes that can be grasped and
also the step size per gait cycle at different actuation pressure. However a large step size alone does not
imply a fast climb, because it may increase the required volume of pressurized air. This may further reduce
the rate of charging and discharging the actuator and affect its speed. This was testified from the results of
the dynamic testing of an individual actuator, which showed a reduction in effective stroke beyond 0.5 Hz.
Furthermore, the testing on the robots themselves revealed an optimum actuation frequency for maximum
speed. This indicates indefinitely increasing actuation frequency may reduce the quality of grip and thus
reduce step size and affect robustness. Finally, the length scale of the design could itself be optimized for
high performance. From the initial tests, the medium scale prototype was faster than the rest, but failed to
traverse along a vertical pipe due to the torso bending away from the pipe because of self-weight. Only the
large prototype successfully traversed the vertical pipe.
In future work, we aim to improve the robot’s ability to climb vertical pipes. Towards this, potential
solutions can be increasing the stiffness of the robot’s torso or including a small bending element that
counteracts the bend away from the pipe. We will also aim to reduce the frictional force between robot and
pipe to improve its speed. Finally, we can also modify the robot’s torso to include bending actuators that





Robots that are primarily made of materials with their Young’s modulus in the range of soft biological
materials are considered as soft robots [Rus and Tolley, 2015]. A key step towards realizing soft robots
is through developing soft actuators and sensors. Among the soft actuators, fiber reinforced pneumatic
actuators are the most commonly used in soft robots [Rus and Tolley, 2015]. These actuators typically
consist of a cylindrical core made of hyperelastic material reinforced with inextensible fibers. Due to the
presence of reinforcing fibers, these actuators have the advantage of being able to withstand larger actuation
pressures, thereby generating larger forces [Chou and Hannaford, 1996]. In addition, the relative orientation
of different sets of fibers can lead to a variety of motion behavior such as contraction, extension, rotation,
bending, and spiralling [Krishnan et al., 2012]. Fiber reinforced elastomeric enclosures (FREEs) [Krishnan
et al., 2015, Singh and Krishnan, 2017, Bishop-Moser and Kota, 2015a] are one such embodiment of these
actuators and are the focus of this dissertation. This dissertation presents the modeling and design of FREEs
and also their application in two different soft robots; one being a wearable orthotic sleeve for crutch users
and the other a pipe robot for locomotion on the outside of a pipe.
Any robot, whether rigid or soft requires actuators to generate motion and/or forces. A mathematical
model that relates an actuator’s inputs, whether electrical, pneumatic, or hydraulic, to its output motion
or forces that it generates is essential towards choosing the right actuator for any robot. In conventional
actuators such as electromagnetic motors and hydraulic/pneumatic pumps, such mathematical models are
readily available and have led to detailed performance charts that aid with selection of motor and also
eventual modeling and control, once deployed on the robot. These actuators are precisely manufactured
using rigid materials that undergo negligible deformation during operation and therefore, their mathematical
model can directly relate their input such as voltage and fluidic pressure to the output such as motion and
force. Soft actuators, on the other hand, are made of soft materials that undergo large deformation during
operation, both due to the action of input and external loading. Modeling of soft actuators is further made
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challenging due to the nonlinear elastic behavior of constitutive materials and infinite degrees of freedom
of actuator. Modeling such actuators, therefore involves modeling the relationship between the inputs,
material deformation, external loading, and physical constraints due to the geometry and construction.
Detailed mathematical model that captures these relationship can produce high accuracy in modeling an
actuator’s performance, but it provides limited insight towards improving their design and eventual selection
for specific applications. Therefore, there is a need for a simple and intuitive model that can characterize
the behavior of soft actuators as well as give insights that can help in designing them for a desired robotic
applications. Towards that, inspired by the modeling of mylar balloon [Paulsen, 1994], a model that is based
on determining the optimal shape of an inflatable by solving a calculus of variations problem is presented in
this dissertation [Singh and Krishnan, 2015, Singh and Krishnan, 2017]. It is also shown that the governing
equations of this model can be obtained using the virtual work method as well. The models presented were
validated by comparing to extensive experimental data obtained from testing different FREEs spanning a
range of fiber angles and actuation pressures.
Design methods that can systematically guide a designer towards designing a FREE to match their
specifications can help realize optimal and useful soft robots. In this dissertation, a shape matching problem
for planar and spatial curves is presented, where the objective is to design a FREE that lies along a straight
line unactuated and upon actuation matches the shape of the given curve. The application of this method
is shown in the design of a locomotion robot that mimics the gait of an inchworm by designing an actuator
that matches the shape of the Greek letter omega (Ω) [Singh and Krishnan, 2019]. Further, it is also shown
that the design method can be used to make self-knotting actuators that can have applications in automated
suturing in robotic assisted surgery and tethering of drones.
In the next section, the specific contributions of this dissertation are listed.
5.2 Contributions
The main contribution of this dissertation is a calculus of variations based constrained volume maximzation
(CVM) formulation that captures the complex deformation behavior of FREEs. Although, continuum me-
chanics based models [Sedal et al., 2018, Connolly et al., 2017] can predict the deformation of FREEs and
similar fiber reinforced actuators with high accuracy, their extension to inverse design methods as well as
design space exploration is not straightforward. CVM formulation, being computationally simpler allows for
an easy exploration of the design space spanning a range of fiber orientation and actuator geometry. Further,
the necessary conditions for solving the CVM problem can be readily used to solve inverse design problems
that can be used to design a FREE for any given specifications. Specific contributions of this dissertation
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are listed below.
• A calculus of variations based mathematical model to characterize FREE’s deformation behavior: This
dissertation presents a energy based mathematical model that can predict the kinematic and kineto-
static deformation behavior of FREEs for any given actuation pressure and loading condition. This
model can account for variations in actuator geometry as well as fiber orientation along the actuator’s
length. It is validated using extensive experiments on different FREEs. The model, being derived from
physical principles of maximizing the volume enclosed within the actuator while being constrained by
the strain energy stored in elastomer as well as inextensibilty of wrapped fibers, is intuitive and can
also be obtained using virtual work method. It is also shown that adding constraints on the length
and rotation of the actuator can capture force and torque behavior. This further implies that specific
constraints can be added or removed from the model depending on the specific behavior to be modeled.
• Design methodology for a shape matching problem: This dissertation presents a sequential design
methodology for determining the actuator parameters (geometric shape and fiber orientation) such
that this actuator can match the shape of a given smooth curve when actuated to the desired pressure.
First step in this methodology involves discretizing the target curves using a simple geometric primitive,
which is an arc for 2D and helix for 3D. This step is actuator agnostic and therefore can be used towrads
designing for shape matching using any actuator that can bend and twist and not just a FREE. Second
step is specific to FREEs and solves the inverse problem of determining the fiber orientation to match
the shape of geometric primitives obtained in the previous step. This inverse mapping from curvature
and torsion to fiber orientation is the key contribution of the design method. Design for 3D spatial
curves also includes an inverse design problem of determining the space curve that, under gravitational
force, deforms to match the shape of the original desired space curve. Although, inverse cosserat rod
problem to solve for natural shape of a curve has been shown in simulation by [Bertails-Descoubes
et al., 2018], this dissertation presents its application towards designing and fabricating a physical
actuator.
• Modeling of coiled FREE under external load Lofstrand crutch users experience loading of up to 50%
of their body weight on their wrist joint, which leads to wrist pain, injury, and carpal tunnel syndrome
[Slavens et al., 2009]. To reduce the wrist loading, a design of a soft orthotic sleeve is presented in
this dissertation [Singh et al., 2018]. This sleeve uses a contracting type FREE, which is wrapped in
a helical shape around the crutch user’s forearm. Upon actuation, the sleeve applies a constriction
force around the forearm and transfers part of the wrist load to the forearm. This dissertation also
presents a force equilibrium based model of coiled FREE under external load and further relates the
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contracting force to the constriction force around the object being grasped using a string model. Such
a model can be used to design and characterize a soft coiling device with high surface area of contact
for a robust and adaptable grasping.
• Soft pipe-climbing robot A soft pipe-climbing robot is presented in this dissertation [Singh et al.,
2019], which achieves locomotion on the outside of a pipe by using bending actuators for grasping
and extending actuators or an inchworm shaped FREE for moving forward along the pipe. The robot
has a simple architecture and it is shown that this specific arrangement of the actuators is sufficient
to achieve locomotion on pipes of varying dimensions using just an open loop control. Such a design
paradigm can be used to design soft robots with simple control architecture that leverage the adaptable
and conform-ability of soft actuators to accomplish complex locomotion and manipulation tasks.
5.3 Future Work
The constrained volume maximzation model of FREEs presented in Chapter 2 in its current form only
applies to static forces and does not take into account the dynamics of actuation. For controls and system
level implementation in a robot, future work can be extended to include the dynamics and also to study the
hysteresis of deformation. The current formulation uses the axis-symmetry of FREEs, but the model can
also be extended to general inflatables of arbitrary shapes to analyze different types of soft fluidic actuators
and not just actuators of cylindrical shape. This can help in designing fluidic actuators with a variety of
shapes and deformation behavior.
The design method presented in Chapter 3 uses only bending type actuators for planar design and helical
or spiral type actuators for spatial design. These types of actuators have a longitudinal fiber along the length
of actuator that generates the bending or spiralling. This fiber prevents any change in length of the actuator
between undeformed and the target shape. In future work, this design methodology can be extended to
include other types of actuators that can extend, contract, or rotate. This would expand the design space
to include change in length between the undeformed and deformed state. Further, the design method can
be extended where a single actuator is designed to match multiple target curves by changing the actuation
pressure. Taking into account external loads besides gravity is another possible extension of this work that
can help design actuators for load bearing applications in addition to purely kinematic ones. Solving these
problems can pave the way towards designing inflatable robots that use a variety of actuators and achieve
dexterous manipulation and locomotion that is currently possible only with rigid robots.
The sleeve orthosis design presented in Chapter 4 uses a contracting type FREE coiled in a helical
shape. The design method presented in Chapter 3 can be used to design a sleeve that perfectly matches the
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contour of a user’s forearm upon actuation, thereby resulting in a more efficient grasp. Further, by designing
actuators that can match the contours of a human body can help in designing wearable devices that are form
fitting and can transfer loads and motion more efficiently than the current designs. Model of coiled FREE
under external load can be used to design coiled wearable actuators for assistive applications and also for
designing active textiles [Connolly et al., 2019].
In summary, the modeling, design, and applications of FREEs presented in this dissertation can pave
the way for future work that includes new types of fluidic actuation, simple models for such actuators, and
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